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MORE WORK FOR THE "BIG STICK"

DELGATE ANDREWS' ANSWER TO

NUMBER 288

AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR

SUIT OF RECEIVER CUNNINGHAM

IN SILVER JUBILEE SESSION

Denies He Ever Received Any Money From Enter-

Labor's Largest Organization Meets in Pittsburg,
Penn., Where it Was Organized Twenty-Fiv- e

prise Bank in Other Than Regular Legiti-

mate Business According
TO

CORRECT

BANKING USAGE

AND

Years Ago Today.
PRACTICE

Asserts That Money He and Nichols Gave Checks For Was
For Benefit of Enterprise Bank
Which Collected
CASH

ON THEM

Pittsburg,

FROM

Pa., Nov.

H. Andrews,
New Mexico,

13.

BANKS

OTHER

IN

William ceiver Cunningham

w w'

$17,765 cash

on

AN IMPORTANT

TREMENDOUS SHIP-

0

MEETING TONIGHT
4
4
4
One of the most Important
4 meetings to the future of Albu- 4 querque win be held upstairs,
4 over Zelger s cafe this evening,
4 at 8 o'clock, ana It is essential

4 that every man, meaning every
subscriber, creditor and every- body else Interested in the next
4 annual fair, should be present.
4 The fair must be held next fall,
either in September or October,
4 and as a deficit has to be wiped
4 out and new officers elected, let
4 a full bouse put in an appear- ance tonight.
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TERRACE

'

4 extensive sheep buyers of the
4 Bouthwest, who visits Albuquer- que regularly every fall and
If 9 spring, is again In the city, com- -ing in this morning from Magda9
If
V

ADDITION

A. ear load of well boring machinery
oooslged to the Terrace Improvement
company arrived yesterday and Is be-

ing unloaded today. A drill capable of
sinking an eight inch hole to a depth
or 600 feet constitutes a part of It,
and this was moved to the Highlands,
where the Terrace Improvement company is leveling the foothills Into
desirable building lots. M. P. Stamra,
manager for the company, said this
morning that two wells would be put
down on the new addition immediately. Mr. Stamni says that the grade
work Is going on satisfactorily, and
that considerable dirt has been moved,
but the company Is not ready yet to
sell lots.

RAISE FUNDS FOR RELIEF
OF JEWS IN RUSSIA
As the result of an appeal from Jacob H. Schiff. the New York millionaire, asking Rabbi Kaplan to appeal
to the Jews of this city to aid In the
movement for the relief of the persecuted .lews in Russia, a sum exceeding $400 has been raised In the last
few days. This money will be forwarded to New York and added to the
national fund.
Appeals have been made to the .lews
all over the United States and the
response has been marvelous. It is
proposed to raise a fund of at least
$2,000,000 for the relief of these
poor, unfortunate people. Mr. Schiff.
the leader of the movement, started
the fund with a donation of $50,000.

k

RENEGADE NAVAJOS CREATE

Fort Defiance School Teacher Writes That Uprising
is Threatened Troops Called Out
From Fort Wingate.
v

The flogging of an Indian girl until

here to guard the fort, the men say,

of, the capture while a hundred or more ,will be sunt,
(l,n. , ..
rf a pnrno'nf Indian nnlifto whn wpfA ' f'Vilnlci Mi- - Un
dispatched from Fort Defiance to cap- - appearance of the troops will quell
ture the Indians who were guilty 01 the disturbance and that no blood
assaulting the girl, the waylaying and will be shed, but the men are all

her life is despaired

anxious."

lf

A Variegated Telegram.
Special to The Cltlien:
Gallup, N. M Nov. 13. No Indian
trouble; everything quiet, peaceable
and orderly.
Everybody In McKlnley county for
Joint statehood, notwithstanding action
taken recently by a lot ot territorial
and federal office holders.
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Late this afternoon Judge Ira A.
Abbott announced his decision in the
pleas In abat:nent filed In a ttumuei
of cases pending before the court, the
most notable of which was the plea
filed in the case of Amelio MeClure,
Tha
charged with double murder.
plea in this case was overruled by
the court, and In announcing Its decision the court states that this applies to all cases In which similar
pleas were filed.
The pleas in abatement in the MeClure case, alleged that the grand
Jury which returned the indictments
i
nthis caBe was improperly drawn,
that one man with a similar name
and initials had served on the Jur,
when in fact, another person had
been drawn for Jury duty. The plea
also set up an additional fact that
another puror was not a resident of
liernalillo county, but resided Just
across the line in Torrance county.
Tha decision ,banded down today by
tr-h MrClure
.T
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ANXIETY OVER CHINA BOYCOTT;
WESTERN MINER IS MISSING
Urong force In the vicinity of
ton.

Can-

RANCHER AND MINER IS
MISSING FROM NEW YORK.
New York, Nov. 13. No word from
John N. Tisdale, the western miner
and ranchman, missing in this city,
has been received by his wife and
son, who are the Hotel Seville. The
family discredit the suggestion that
he might have been done away with
by cattle rustler. In the rounding up
whom be aided fifteen years as;o in
Wyoming The members of his family are of the opinion that, won.'d
by businev Tisdale wandered away
and soon will be heard from.

RENEGADES RETURNED
TO RESERVATION.
Gallup, N. M., Nov. 13. The reported uprising of Navajo Indians in the
vicinity of Gallup, or Fort Defiance,
has simmered down to only an assault, told In these words.
On application of Indiau Agent Perry, at Fort Defiance, the war depart
ment wired the following order to
Lieut. Col. Geo. H. Paddock at Fort
Wingate, N. M.: "For the preserva
tion of life, bend two troops of cav
airy to Navajo reservation."
Lieutenant Lewis left Wingate on
last Thursday for the reservation,
with ten men. Lieutenant Lewis found
that some renegade Indians had kidnaped Agent Perry, and had taken
refuge In the mountains. By careful
work the renegade reds were return- ed to the reservation, with no loss
"I Hie, The assaulting of an Indian
girl was the cause of the trouble. The
order for troops was canceled.
HEARING

IS

RESUMED

WASHINGTON

IN
MINE

The
Pa.. Nov. 13.
annual convention of the
American Federation of Labor, coin
cident with the sliver Jubilee of the
organization, which was founded in
this city a quarter of a century ago,,
was opened here today. Samuel Com-persthe president of the federation,
called the convention to order and
delivered the opening address, in
which he outlined the various important questions which are to be con
sidered and acted upon by the conven
tion. The number of delegates attend- ing the meeting is about six hundred.
The representation Is distributed on
the following basis: From national or
International unions, for less than
4,000 members, one delegate; for 4,000
or more, two delegates; 8,000 or more,
three delegates; 16,000 or more, four
delegates; 32,000 or more, five
64,000 or more, six delegates;
and so on the same ratio. From central labor bodies and state federations, and from local trade unions, not
having a national or international
union, and from federal labor unions
one delegate.
Mattera to Consider,
RELIEF FUND FOR
Among the most Important matters
which will come up for consideration
in
RUSSIAN JEWS in the convention are theof question
Mongolian
regard to the exclusion
labor, the matter concerning the
movement among printers all over
country in favor of an eight hour
Pillaged in Recent Riots Will the
working day. and the proposition of
forming a Farmers' Union, to be af
Reach One Million
filiated with the American Federation
of Labor. It is stated on good author
Dollars.
ity that the convention will insist on
the rigid enforcement of the taws ex
eluding Chinese labor from this counSIX FOR MISS. MEYER'S MURDER ery. It Is alBO stated that the move
ment in favor ot an eight hour day
for the printers will be warmly BlipNew Yorlr, Nov 13 The American ported by the Federation.
It Is understood that a determined
fund for the relief of the pillaged effort
will be made on the part of the
Jews In Russia, based on acknowl- Federation of Labor, to bring about
edgments made by the national relief the unionization of the farmers of this
committee. Is estimated this morning country and their affiliation with the
Federation of Labor, for
at $200,000. It is expected to raise Americanbenefit
and protection. In Wismutual
$1,000,000.
consin and Minnesota, a number of
Farmers' unions have been formed,
REJECTED SUITOR IS
already, and, according to the stateSU8PECTED MURDERER ment of the officials of the Federa- Cleveland, Ohio, Nov. 13. Six men tlon, the affiliation of these farmers'
has been taken into custody by the unions with the American Federation
police in connection with the niurder-'o- f
Labor Is merely a matter of time,
of Miss Evan Meyer, who was shot The leaders of the Federation are
and Instantly killed by an ambushed highly enthusiastic over the prospect
while walking with hen of an alliance of the city wage work-love- r
assassin
near the city limits last night, with the farm hands and farmers all
Her rejected suitor is among those over the country. The Western
ers' Union has sent delegations to the
convention, and it Is not expected
CHARITIES COMBINED
that the prospositlon of an affiliation
WITH CORRECTIONS. w"l meet with any serious opposition.
Restriction of Immigration,
St. Peters, Minn., Nov. 13. The
There is a strong faction that advo-enc- e
fourteenth Minnesota State Confer- and Corrections rates not only the exclusion of the
of Charities
opened here today with a large at- - Chinese labor, but also of Japanese,
tendance of delegates from all parts Coreans and others, and It Is expected
Governor Johnson de- - that an extension of the existing
of the state.
d
the opening address and wel- - elusion laws will be strongly
the delegates. L. A. Kobsing, cated. As to European immigration,
of the State Board of Control, aud it will probably be recommended to
United States Senator Knute Nelson order educational tests and a poll tax.
are among the most prominent speak- - Other Important matters which will
ers who will address the conference be given considerable attention are
during the three days of its session.
the question of a universal eight hour
h
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MADISON SQUARE GARDEN HOLDS

WITNESSES BEING
EXAMINED AND IT IS EXPECTED
ALL EVIDENCE WILL BE IN BEFORE END OF WEEK.

and Prizes,
Show Now Reaches Enormous Proportions

From Small

The famous Washington mine ctse,
which has been occupying the au. j
tion of JiulHe Alilnjtt off mid on l"r tliu
close ami It is expecttd thai by the
end of the week all the evidence will
have been submitted. This morning
the examination of wlineaxes was resumed after a delay of a week caused
by the absence of couii-e- l
from the
city.
Prisoner Escape from County Jail.
Sheriff Perfect ii Armljo today re- ported that duiinn his absence in
Santa Fe, a short lerm prisoner in the
couuty Jail sent up several weeks ago
for a minor offense, effected his escape
by seating the walls surrounding the
prison and made good his escape. The
jailer took a shot at the fleeing man,
fcut failed to hit him. This is the second prisoner to escape from the county jail in the last few weeks, "Bill"
Bailey being the first one to make his
Bailey ha
never been
getaway.
found.
Armljo Answers Quo Warranto.
Counsel for Sheriff Perfecto Armljo,
sheriff of Bernalillo county, has filed
an answer to the writ of quo warranto
brought by former sheriff T. S. Hule
bell, in which Hubbell claims all right
and title to the office and aks to be
restored to possession of the same.
Th answer is purely a formal matter
and sets forth that a vacancy existed
at the time of the appointment to the
office and that Armljo has a right to
the same upon the authority vested In
a oomnilssion from the governor
him sheriff. The case wi!l
come up for trial some time next
mouth.

in Number

Beginning

Great Society

in Both

n--

I

ANNUAL HORSE SHOW

TWENTY-FIRS- T
CASE

IMPORTANT

ABATEMENT

Washington, Nov. 13 More concern is felt by the administration regarding the general situation of affairs in China than is understood by
the American people. A general uprising apainst foreigners, such as ocoutbreak,
curred during the
is not apprehended, but the boycott
movement has gained such headway
that it has been found almost lmpos-siblt- t
to check it. Secretary Root ha
at 1'ekin
warned the authorities
against further propaganda such as
was observed during the boycott agitation. Admiral Train is collecting a

AFFILIATION

J

JUDGE ABBOTT OVERRULES
PLEAS

TO

1

lena where on yesterday he super- intended the loading of Ave trains
cars with lambs,
4 of double-deccapture of the Indian agent at Fort
4 which had been purchased from
Defiance, and the calling out of two
One-haHon. Solomon Luna.
troops of cavalry from Fort Wingate,
of this shipment goes to the
things that have taken place in rapid
packers of Kansas City, and the
succession since last Friday, would
other half to Omaha packers.
indicate that an uprising is Imminent
And It represents a transfer in
among the Navajo Indians. The news
cash amounting to over $75,000,
ot what took place on Friday and Satwhich Mr. Manby paid over to
urday waa brought to the city yesthe lucky sellers last Saturday. morning by a letter written
terday
inThis big shipment does not
by Mrs. A. C. Roberts, a teacher at
elude 13,000 lambs held at EsFort Defiance, to her husband, who
tancla, and which were also pur- is a carpenter working here, and
chased by Mr. Manby, and still
there is no doubt as to the reliability
await shipment.
of It.
W. H. Liles, the Kentucklan,
Mrs. Roberts says that an Indian
who has made stock buying a
girl was brutally assaulted at Chin-lesuccess in Socorro county, has
a small trading post in the InterJust sold to Mr. Manby 10.000
of the Navajo reservation, forty-fiv- e
ior
lambs, 2.000 of the lot having
miles from Fort. Defiance. A
been purchased from Victor Sals,
posse of Indian police were dispatchthe big stock raiser of Casa Coled to Chlnlee with authority to arrest
,
orado. Valencia county.
perpetrators of the crime. When
the
K. L. Clark, representing Ha- 9 the police arrived upon the scene, they
4
ley & Saunders, of Salt Lake.
found that several of the foremost
receiving 60,000
4 is here today1
chiefs of the tribe were mixed up in
These
4 lambs from Mr. Manby.
the affair and that they defied arrest.
4 lambs will be shipped direct to 4 The police were surrounded and were
packers, probably to
4 eastern
held until after the capture of Indian
4 Swift & Co., at Kansas City,
Agent R. Perry, who left Defiance
4 Chicago ana umana
for Chlnlee Friday morning. While
It Is understood, in connection
4
passing through one of the wildest
4 with this Item, that Mr. Luna haspieces
of country between the fort
4 gone back to his ranch from Magpost, Perry was sud- and the trading
a Vi . w . . r f nimf4
ilanlw ant , i w
4 dalena, and will bring In to that
H ..... r. ... ., .1 that
Via fnlano
station in a short time, 13,000
Kaimtna
4 lambs more for Mr. Manby.
their brothers who had assaulted the
girl be not arrested at the peril of
At
the agent's life. Perry, seeing that
HARVARD BUMPING RACES
the reds were In earnest, acqulecsed
BY DORMITORY CREWS. to their demands, and returned to
13.
The first the agency. On reaching the "fort,
"Boston, Mass.. Nov.
of the series of 'Bumping Races" of the agent sent a messenger to Fort
Wingate asking for troops, which were
the "Dormitory Crews" of Harvard
up dispatched to the reservation on a
takes place today and will wind regforced march.
the season. Bumping races are a
Mrs. Roberts said In her letter that
ular feature of tha University crews
actually
the situation was very grave, and
in England, where the boats
bump. At the Harvard bumping races any mistake made by ttie authorities
the boats do not bump, as they would would most surely precipitate an Indian war.
break, being too fragile.
"We wanted to go to the railroad
she
and take a train yesterday."
writes, "but the men say that It is
safer for us to stay here. They nay
that there is no danger, but they
stand around in groups, talking in
low voices, and the danger is greater
IN
than they would have us believe. The
Indians have never shown up in such
numbers In years as Key are showease and other cases Involved, will ing up on the reservation now.
"A few of the troops will be left
have to go to trial.
'
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WILL BORE FOR WATER
ON

B. Manby, one of the most

If

A A

A

J.
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Pittsburg.

PANIC AMONG WHITE SETTLERS

B. MANBY
SENDS OUT FIVE
MAGDA-LENTRAIN
FROM
LOADS

4

2--

Demand Rigid Exclusion of Chinese Labor, Eight-Hou- r
Day, Restriction on European Immigration,
and Other Labor Reforms.

twenty-fift-

MENT OF LAMBS
J.

Will

FARMER

In this suit
territorial delegate from account of claim made
he ever at any time
He denies
made affidavit of de- unlawfully that
and fradulently conspired
to the milt entered with Nichols, T. Lee Clarke, cashier,

or any other person, to unlawfully
procure any funds, or that he requested Nichols to executte any negotiable instruments sued upon, or
entered upon any unlawful conspiracy, or that Frank J. McManua and
A. L. Bentley, or either of them, or
both, ever made or accepted and negotiable instruments sued upon in
this case at the Instance and request
of the defendant in pursuance of any
unlawful conspiracy.
The defendant Bays he never at.
any time procured from the Enterprise bank any money upon any written Instrument suej upon in this case,
or In any other way, In pursuance of
or as the result of or because of unlawful or fraudulent arrangement or
conspiracy with the officers of the
bank or any of them, or with any other person, and he avers that all transactions with the bank, including those
sued upon, were regular, legitimate,
and done in due course of business,
and In accordance with correct banking usage and practice.

A A

YfMiif M mw--

&
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PITTSBURG

fense today
against him by John B. Cunningham,
receiver of the Enterprise National
bank of Allegheny.
Andrews denies the debt of $10,-00alleged to be due on two checks
claimed to have been drawn by F. R.
Nichols, on the Enterprise bank, one
to the order of Nichols as bearer and
the other to the order of Andrews.
He avers that both checks were
drawn at the Instance and request of
the cashier of the bank, for the accommodation of the bank to secure
certain currency thereon, for the use
of the bank, which currency to the
amount of $10,000 was secured thereon from other banks of Pittsburg, and
paid and delivered into the hands,
possession and custody of the Enterprise bank on or about the date of
the drawing of the checks.
Andrews avers that neither he nor
Nichols ever In any way, directly. fir
Indirectly, received any benefit, advantage, credit or cash upon or by virtue of the checks. Andrews avers further that on November 1 he paid Re

A

OF OFFICERS BUT ONE PREDICTED

New York, Nov. i:!. This in Hie
Naopening day of the Twenty-firstional Horse Show at .Madison Square
(ianlcu, en event, which usually attracts thousands of lovers of fine
horses to this city. From year to year
the National Horse Shows have gained in professional as well as social
Importance and now the New York
Horse Show is probably one of the
most important functions in which
America's aristocracy of wealth takes
part. Recognizing the steadily increasing importance of the event, the
managers of the Horse Show have
constantly added to the number of
classes and also to the list and size
of prizes, until both have reached gigantic proportions.
Thirty-SeveThousand Dollars,
From sixty or seventy the number
of classes to be Judged was Increased
from year to year, until it reached
U7 this year. Besides the classes
which were exhibited In former years,
there are several special classes,
which will add considerable Interest
to the display. The total of the prizes
offered aggregate 137,000, not includ-inthe famous $500 Waldorf-AstoriChallenge Cup, for the best gig horse,
and foveral other prizes of a similar
kind.
The entries for the Waldorf-AstoriCup must be driven by their
owners, aad d.ale, and professional
drivers are Laried. This cup must be
W;n three Uinta before it becomes the
;uJUuutabIe piOiArty of the winner.
t

n

g

a
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FEDERATION

day; child labor, sweat shops and
federal Injunctions.
Among the entertainment features
of the convention will be a banquet
for the delegates and a trip In a
special train over the great terminal
circuit about this city, which has become famous during the past year by
the great number of noted societies
and Individual who have Inspected the
tonnage producing districts and the
method of handling the traffic.
Routine
Work Today.
The old city hall was crowded when
Samuel Gompers called the American
Federation of Labor to order for the
opening of the silver anniversary of
us organization.
The delegates
marched to the meeting place headed
by a band of 125 federated musicians.
President Gompers and John Mitchell
were greeted with prolonged applause
when they entered the ball. Mainly
routine matters. Including credentials,
was considered today.
President
Gompers and the other officers will
probably be
except Fifth
Vice President Thomas I. KWd, who la
not a candidate. W. D. Mahon, president of the Amalgamated Association of Street and Electric Employes,
of Detroit, Mich., will probably succeed Kidd.

FITCHMcDONALD
WEDDING AT PITTSBURG
MARRIAGE
OF ALBUQUERQUE
YOUNG MAN TO KANSAS SOCIETY BELLE WAS SOCIAL EVENT.
Hoy L. McDonald, accompanied by
his bride, returned last night from
Mr. McDonald
Pittsburg, Kansas.
went to Pittsburg a week ago to be
married and the Pittsburg Daily Head- - ,
light in its issue, of November 7th,
has the following account of the wedding:
"A very pretty home wedding occurred this afternoon at the home ot
Mr. aud Mrs. Fred H. Fitch, 611 West
Euclid avenue, the bride being Mlsa
Maliel Fitch and the groom Mr. R. L.
McDonald, both of Albuquerque, New
Mexico.
The ceremony waa performed by Kev. Ferrler. rector of St. Peter's church, at 3:30 o'clock this afternoon and wag witnessed by a number
of invited guests.
"The drawing room, where the cer
mony was performed, was beautifully decorated In ferns, white roses and
white candles, while the dining room
and tables were trimmed with American Beauty roses and red candles.
"After the ceremony and congratulations a wedding dinner was served
and was enjoyed by all.
"The bride and groom departed for
their future home In Albuquerque.
New Mexico, on the 6:10 north bound
Frisco train this evening.
The bride Is a sister of Fred H.
Fitch, president and general manager
of the Pittsburg Railway and Light
company, and daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. S. M. Fitch, of Kansas City, and
is highly esteemed by all who know
her.
The groom Is the assistant cashier
of the State National bank at Albuquerque, where he enjoys the confidence and high esteem of all.
In connection with the wedding It
was made the occasion of a reunion
of the Fitch family, which was a very
happy and pleasant affair.
There
were present upon this occasion as
well as at the wedding, Mr. and Mrs.
S. M. Fitch, of Kansas City, the parents, the three sons, Fred H. Fitch,
of this city; Howard A. Filch, of
Minneapolis, and George K. Fitch, of
Kansas City; and two daughters, the
brldo. Miss Mabel Fitch, and Mrs.
Robert S. Goss, of Cheyenne, Wyoming.

Event

"Resides thp family there were prea
ent Mr. and Mrs. S. K. Brldgeman. r
Northampton.
Massachusetts, sister
and hrotherinlaw or Mr. and Mrs. S.
is
probably tne most eagerly M. Fitch, and Miss Isabelle pfrkins,
This
sought for trophy orfered at the horse of Carthage, Missouri."
show. Another valuable cup is that
offered by the American Coaching
GARCIA BROS' BIG
Club to?" the be' l road team,
to lie s.iown to a coach and
SALE OF LAMBS
driven by the owner, who, as a coach-titan- ,
Kitist be approved by the committee. This cup must be won twice 1 1
r 11111
by the tame owner to become his
Special Correspondence.
4
property.
Magdalena. N. M., Nov. 11.
4
Other Enjoyable Events.
The experienced and well known
Then there Is the Hunters' Cup, ofsheep raisers of Magdalena, the
fered by Alfred B. Maclay, for hunters
.Messrs. uarcia tiros., have Just
that have been hunted at least eight
sold to Hon. Solomon Luna and eT
times in the last year with some recCharles Chadwlck & Co., about
ognized pack of hounds. All entries
15.IHHJ lambs.
must be ridden by amateurs. Among
It Is said that the Garcia
the minor trophies Is the Hotel Marlambs are about the best that
tinique Challenge Cup, for mares and
have been shipped out of Magda- geldings, to be shown to full sized
lena this season. The price paid
gigs, owner to drive, accompanied by
mains a secret, but it Is Bald
a servant. This plate must be won
the gentlemen will receive about "
twice by the same owner. Another
$L'),oiK), and the bulk of the mon- - It
ey, If not all, has passed through
favorite cup Is the Aldie Challenge
Cup, for the best haukney or half bred
the Hank of Commerce,
X
hackney, mare or gelding, bred in
The year which is about closed V
America, to be fdiown In single harwas the most successful oue in
ness to appropriate vehicle. This cup
the history of the Magdalena
must also be won twice by the same
district, and Judging from the T
owner.
weather Indications, the coming
The hoir-- show will last all week
one promises to be still more 4
prosperous.
aud there will be three sessions every
day. beginning at 10 o'clock,' iu the
Jose Garcia, one of the broth- - e
morning and ending at midnight. The
ers. Is treasurer and ranch man- - e
ager of the company making the
attendance at the opening was exceedingly large and brilliant and soabove big sales of lambs.
9
ciety was well represented.
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SPORTING...

A

Word from Josh Wise.

Of the man who fhotild b3 working for you?
of the man wh ) would gladly lend you money?
tn v.euld like to buy your horse?
f h t n. in
of ;!. man who would buy an interest In your business?
(if the man who would buy that lot of ground?
would buy rn"r olcl bicycle?
Ot 'tl'1 lean who

It's b"Uer
th'n lucky.
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With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicits

New

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh
J. C. Baldrldge
Solomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Arnot
O. E. Cromwell
LUNA,

SOLOMON

DEPOSITORY FOR

THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

4

SANTA

FE RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

e

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

J

M.

d

Officers and Directors.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD3
'

PresMent
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

M. W. FLOURNOY

FRANK McKEE
FROST
H. F. RAYNOLD3

R. A.

U. S. DEPOSITORY.

fi

J

Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository for Atchison, Topeka

-

....J500.000.9O
J250.00O.00

Bsnta Fe Railway Company

&

46-4-

The State National

aver-agin-

CAPITAL
DEPOSITS

We have nad a very satisfactory growth since the establishment
of our bank. If you are not one of our customers, we should like
an opportunity to show you our superior facilities.
O. N. MARRON, President.
J. B. HBRNDON, Cashier.

0

"OLD RELIABLE"

L.

u

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries tbe Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In

ALtSUyUKKUE, N. H.

MILL.

eKeftfCirSe'

Ever think seriously about an

Electric Sign?
You have noticed sinns in the past;
what did you think ahout them?
Why nut ni t one? A sign will do

It's

KILL-

COUCH

Or. King' 8

more-dignit-

y

No?

f0RC

l'tt

Discovery
i

many thins for you.
l.usinoRS liefi'iv the

Keeps your
puhlle after
you h;vc mint: homo at nilit. Helps
make t ho city attractive, lights up
t lie city
and

a

good

business
investment
to use

Let us
send a
representative

People Talk

Electric
Lights.

that

In dps you. 1t won't take
long tu convince you.

so

to
explain
the
details.

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light

and Power Company
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B. A. SLEYSTER

1

the Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

t

WILLING HELPERS

1

B. PUTNEY

WHOLESALE GROCER
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ESTABLISHED 187$

first-clas-

J2D
urn

PLANING

D. A. McPHERSON, Vice President.
ROY McDONALD, Assistant Cashier.
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....1100,000.00

.....1250.000.00
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Son Lost Mottier.
"Consumption runs in our family,
and t'tirotish it I lost my mother,"
What's the use. of a helper If
writes E. B. Reid, of Harmony, Me.
he Isn't willing? Willingness is
"For the past five years, however,
an ample mantle which will alon the slightest sign of a Cough or
most cover all the sins of serv- Cold, I have taken Dr. King's New
Ice. But a classified advertise-- 4
Discovery for Consumption,
which
ment In The Evening Citizen Is a V
has saved me serious lung trouble."
willing helper that is not only V
His mother's death was a sad loss for
absoultely competent, but also is "
Mr.
lung
Reid,
he
but
learned
that
Mr. Lester Chalker raised a pumpkin
a willing worker.
It works all
must not bo neglected, and
this season that tipped the scales at trouble
the time for you. It Is tbe best
how to cure It. Quickest relief and
r.r, ixiimds.
Who can do better?
cure f r coughs and colds. Price 5'lc f and most economical publicity in e
Garretnlllt. (O.) Journal.
the world.
and $1.00; guaranteed at all druggists.
Trial
Uittle
free.
lie girls
f Richmond, Iud., have
boycotted high school boys who are
NOTICE.
Tlie undersigned, having been aptrying to raise side whiskers. And
yet there are people who say that
pointed executor of the estate of I
and CURE the LUNGS
deceased, and having been
there can be no such thing as a popugranted letters testamentary on said
lar boycott.
WITH
estate by the Probate Court within
s. ,. 'Fighting Bob' has an"Well,
and for the County of Bernalillo, Terother strap on his hands."
ritory of New Mexico, hereby gives
"Is that so? I thoiiL'bt he'd conduct
notice to all persons knowing themhimself with
selves Indebted to said estate to come
after being
made admiral."
forward anil settle, and all persons
Price
you
talking
are
"What,
about?"
having claims against said estate are
OL'GHS and
50c $1.00
"Well, tbe position of admiral in the
nolitied to present the same without
Free Trial.
navy "
delay and within the time prescribed
Who's Rn sdnilral?"
by la'w to the undersigned for action
Mnit WnicKeat Cure ior til
cT the bnnnr,hln probate court.
"'Fi(:li'inu lt.il F.vmus, ef course."
THROAT t.ei tit'NO XliUUi-- 1
Til'tj. nrXG
"till. I in t:ilMm: about
fine
'FUhtinif
A. A. TRIM RLE,
LACK.
Bob' Fit .sitiimons."
Adminisi rator
I

and

v

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

all HAPCOODS (Inc.), Brain Brokers
911 Chemical Building, 6t. Uuls

Corn-husker- s

b

to Loan

private.
One
Time:
and strictly
month to one year given. Goods re-- !
your
possession. Our rates
main In
WANTti
are reasonable. Call and see us beVV A.N TEH
A dining room glil at the
borrowing.
fore
Columbus hotel.
The razr has given another pledge
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO..
a
rags.
inquire
Clean
WANTED
Steamship tickets to and from all
of more reforms. The czar Is bccoiu
The Citizen olllce.
lug the John L. Sullivan of Europe.
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
WANTED rhree painters, highest
Giving the Latest Returns.
315 West Railroad Are.
wages. C. A. Hudson- As to hens, S. H. Norris sold the WATTr
PRIVATE OFFICES.
ED Dining room girl. Call at
hen that laid the large egg mentioned
O pen Evening.
305 South First street.
some time ago, but he now owns a WANTEtJ-factory. A man
to work in tobacco
Plymouth Rock and ', Leghen,
Address. Tob., Citizen of- horn, that was hatched May 18th, and
fice.
has laid an egg every day since OcDENTISTS.
tober l.'ith and up to the date of our WAN i'Ll) To lent a small house
report, October 27th. We will make
tent furnished. D. J. Smith, 522
DENTISTS.
Inquiry later and sec If she continues
South Edith street.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
her efforts to smash egg prices at VvUNTED Oirl tor cooking, inquire
Dental Surgeon.
the age of only five months. Later
of Mrs. 11. S. Rodey, S02 Kent aveOffice closed until November 15.
She continues to lay an egg every
nue, corner of Eighth street.
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
day. Orrville (O.) Courier.
WANTED Girl for household wor It: No. 3U6 Railroad avenue Office hours
one who wants a good home and :30 a. tn. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:80 p. rn. to a
".My father-in-lagave me a deed
p. m. Telephone 462. Appointment
made
wages. 215 North Walter street.
to a fine place on the best street In
by mall.
general
houseGirl
for
WANTED
town."
work. Good wages to the right perLAWYERS.
"You must have a staunch friend in
Inquire 234 North Walter
son.
him."
Bernard 8. Rodey.
street.
"Sure. He's a friend in deed."
Albuquerque.
agent ATTORNE1T-AT-LAWANTED A lively,
N. M.
Prompt attention given to all
Some of the big Insurance comon commission and small salary
to
pertaining
business
the profeanton
panies evidently forgot to contribute
no booze lighter need apply. Ad Will practice In ai! courts of the territo some campaign.
dress, George, this office.
tory and before tbe United Btate lar-office.
Gentlemen s second-hanTED
President Roosevelt told a delega- WAN
clothlna. No. 515 South First street
Ira M. Bond.
tion from Oklahoma and Indian Terrl
42 F atreet, N
south of viaduct. Send address and ATTORNEY-AT-LAtory that he favored single statehood
WaaBl'-gton- ,
V
D. c. Pe slons, lands,
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
But in doing that he wasn't receding
patents, copyrights, cavlats. letter patMALE HELP WANTED.
ents, trado marks, clalma
from his position on race suicide.
Men to learn barber trade,
WANTED
R7 W7d7 "B r a nT
I sympathize with t'.ii.se poor Rus
ATTORNEX-AT-JLA.System College, Los An
Albuquerque
Moler's
slans," remarked Mrs. Smit'ners.
N. M. Office, Flrei national Bank buildgeles.
poor
"What
ing.
Russians?" asked
FOR RENT
Smlthers.
E. W. Dobson.
315
Those who tire demanding a voice FOR "RENT Rooms with board.
ATTORNET-AT-LAOffice
Crom
In the c.ivejtiment."
South Third street.
well hlnck. Alhn teroun. N. M
"You can bet you do. So does every To RENT One fide of store room,
John H. Stlngie.
other woman when it's a question of
ATTORNET-AT-LAat L'ti9 South Second street.
8u1e 16, N.
having a voice in anything."
Arraljo
hutlfllng.
Albuquerque. N. M
rooms;
Neatly
furnished
FOR RENT
gentlemen preferred. No. 519 West
ARCHITECTS.
How Cold Must It Be?
Railroad avenue.
Editor Most .Anything:
Apartments in Park
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling-rord- ,
Don't dodge. Don't try to throw the tOK RENT
View terrace, eight rooms each;
rooms
Barnett building,
responsibility on somebody else. An
H. Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
modern .equipment throughout.
swer the question. How cold must
H. Tllton. room 19. Grant block.
it be to be twice as cold as two deCIVIL ENGINEERS.
gress above zero?
J. D. K.
FOR SALE
Editor Most Anythin:
D.
F. MACROLLING,
SALE One of the best, small,
Civil
engineering,
J. D. K. most be pretty thick. The FOR
surveying; and
In the city. Ad- paying
businesses
drafting, 209 Railroad avenue. Auto
answer to his question Is zero. .
arens h. c, tnis omce.
matic 'phone 740.
N. L. I
FOR SALE A handsome Hardman
Uhlitor Most Anything:
CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.
piano, la fine condition and almost
Two degrees below zero Is twice as
new, at a bargain.
For particucold as two alKive zero. J. D. K. should
lars, call at this office.
A. L, Morgan.
go to school a few weeks.
C. P. M.
farm in THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
E. J.( B. thinks .1. D. K.'s Initials FOR SALE A twenty-acr- e
AND
cheerfully
BUILDER
the valley, an hour's drive from furnished; Job workEstimates
answer t'ne question, and that It must
sollcted. Automatic
the city; good bargain. Write to 'phone 724; sbnp 111 North Second
be Just Durned Cold.
street,
Albuquerque. N. M.
"Bargain." this office.
"How's old Slicker?"
FOR SALE One good second-hanPHYSICIANS.
"He's falling fast."
range; good as
Charter Oak,
"Trying to beat his creditors, I
new; cheap; inquire J. E. Haines,
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
7(12 North Third street.
New phone Homeopathls
Physician and Surgeon.
No. Ct',9.
Room 25, Whiting building, over
"My grandfather offered me $100,-00- 0
E
AN
CI
S.
CH
11 I
drug
BUSINESS
store. Automatic
Vann's
wouldn't go on the stage."
telephone, 410.
FOfTsALE A"fifst class saloon In a
"Why didn't you take it?"
"I can make as much money on the
good town, twenty miles off the
C. H. Cenner, M. D., D. O.
stage."
Address, Jerry, this ofrailroad.
Osteopathic physician and surgeon
"Oh. your granfather offered you
fice.
President New Mexico Board of Osteostage money, did he?"
successfully
pathy.
FOR SALE A grocery store,
All
diseases
guod profits every month, in a treated.
Offllce
Barnett building.
Some of the dramatic critics declare
Missouri
town. Would exchange Hours, 9 to t and 2 to 4. Both tele
Bernard Shaw is hypocrite.
imposfor property in the Rjio Grande val- phones. Sundays by appointment
sible. Mr. Shaw may be many things,
ley. For Information, write to P. R.
but a nmn who wears such whiskers
FALL TERM.
T.. this office.
as he does can't be a hypocrite.
Albuquerque Business College Opens
LOST
Monday, September 4, 1905.
Keeping an Eye on Louia.
LOST I. atly's gold
watch, bearing
Courses Bookkeeping and PenmanBy some means or other it happens
"A. .1." monogram: $lo reward.
EngTypewriting,
ship, Shorthand,
that every time Uniis Harris, of Min"I Thank the Lord!"
lish, Spanish and Mechanical Draweral Springs, comes on this side of
Hannah Plant, or Little Rock, ing.
the creek 'ne gets so lost and bewild- cried
' for the relief I got from Buck-len'- s
DAY AND EVENING 8ESSION.
ered that he wanders around in such Ark.,
Arnica Salve. It kured my fearFor particulars call or address
a way that when he comes fairly to
which"
ful
sores,
running
nothing
else
G. 8. RAMSAY, Pres.
himself he finds himseir bidding someR. O. 8TOLL, Secretary.
body adieu at D. D. L.'s gate. Caro- would beal, and from which I had sufyears."
marvela
Is
fered
five
for
It
Library building, East Railroad aveSequa-cheline Chapel correspondence,
ous healer for cuts, burns and wounds. nue.
(Tenn.) News.
Guaranteed by all druggists; 25c.
ASSAYER8.
Gathering of the Shorts,
Miss Jennie Short spent last week
MERCHANT TAILORING
CORBET & COLLINS,
with her cousins, Misses Myrtle and
Civil and Mining Engineers.
United
Alice Rundt. Chagrin Falls (O.)
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM East side of ASSAYERS.
Plaza, 8anta Fe, N. M.
King Alfonso greeted King William
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
REAL ESTATE.
with a kiss. Now you can see what
that Paris scientist meant when he
My merchant tailoring shop Is upI
f
talked against kissing.
stairs over No. 209 West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
H. B. GILCHRIST,
'
the public- All work guaranteed
Real Estate and Insurance.
'
as I have bad fifteen years' exMoney to Loan.
perience in the business. Suits made
215 West Railroad Avenue.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific 1 UBe will not
i
f( MX
injure the cloth. Ladles' garments t i
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
' O. BAMBINI.
INSURANCE. REAL ESTATK
o
NOTARY PUBLIC.
WHEN YOU WANT MILL WORK Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE
Automatic Telephone, 174.
Equitable, gave away practically

1

Tr.iei

$100,000
4- -

of his salary while in cftice.
Looks
as though he gave away everything
that came in.

1

i.

Capital and Surplus

A GOOD POSITION
payinf
tohv. f..rOpporrrniilin
l.x.xu-tivon Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
catal'la Suleimi-nor-men. One ol tbe u.uoo
Cleric! and Witmal
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
li.,m r serva wants men of
cinijliiycra
ability Mlt.mCT, mnirer ol altmen and SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REoffice aumtanta who unilrrstand salemannip to rt.l CEIPTS, ag low as $10.00 and as high
r.icellentoiirnrtunitTlnr
MrmanentaaUri-'lP'""!""1- "
desired.
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
Former Preident Alenxander, of the advancement. Wtite

Half (lie clients at the wedding
reception oi two Ohio Spiritualists
wi'i'" spirits. You can always be sure
of findir.R a lot of knockers at an affair of th.it kind.

long-distanc-

id

dresses
Prosperity'

I

sea-Bo-

Com-lake-

MEXICO

J

wlhxo sure

Yor

"Hccccssary to

NET

ALBUQUERQUE,

Want Adls,iucSFtuirislh you

people

John J. Ryan, noted for his connecconcern, has
tion with a
teen ruled off the turf by Judse Francis Trevelyn for alleged welching in
the Latonia ring.
Bocause the color line Is drawn so
tightly in this country, Jack Johnson,
the colored champion, will go to England, where fighters are not bo par
ticular. Johnson is one of the clever
est big men with his fists In America
and should give a good account of himself across the pond.
The winter hammer squad is busy
knocking the foul strike rule, but the
pany.
chances are that it will stand next
just the same as last. Chief ZimDanny Maher. the American jockey,
suggesa
merman comes forward with
who Is ridini; in England, has ridden
be
increastion that the fair territory
six ye?rs. has taken part In 2.174
ed by moving the lies away from first races, has won 4ft!l and won place in
would
then "24. Maher will return to America
and third base. The bases
be wholly within fair ground. To this next month, but will go back to Engvehemently
proposition third tiasemen
land next season. He Is still popular
protest. They maintain that they have over there.
e
enough ground to cover as it is, and
field
Some one with
that an enlargement of their field glasses has discovered the dove of
would add greatly to the difficult peace hovering over the turf situation
work they now have to perform.
in the south. As a hoverer the dove
Young Corbett is going home to is a beauty, but at this distance It apDenver. He will undergo a long and pears as though it had tackled a porcareful training In bis mountain horae celain egg Instead of the genuine ar
In hope of reducing weight and getting ticle. What's needed more in the turf
back Into something like his old time situation down south Is a large whisk
form. The opinion prevails that Cor ered man with a moist elm club and
bett has shot bis bolt and that his a Dongeal fair lining.
chances of ever regaining featherFrank G. Selee, former manager of
weight honors have gone forever.
the Chicago National League Club,
J as. J. Corbett Is said to Tiave been will. It Is said, manage the Pueblo
offered a five year contract with club, of the Western League, next
David Belasco. As an actor man, the season. Pueblo Is a good town for a
is there with the punch, winning team, but a dead one for a
all right. Corbett has all the physical loser.
Manager Stahl of Washington and
attributes of the stage hero. He
tall, graceful, active, enthusiastic and President Ban Johnson of the Amerihas a "perfect love of a smile." Also can League, are going on a deer huntbe Is graveling on his merit as an ing trip Into Wisconsin this week.
actor and not on his former reputaOne of tne greatest surprises of tbe
tion as a pugilist.
tht
Jas. Edward Brltt picks "Philadel- result of Saturday's game between
phia Jack" O'Brien to conquer
West Point and the Carlisle Inrttana.
In the coming bout between played at West
Point. Neither side
these big fellows. The last winner scored in the first half, but In the secthat Britt picked lost the fight in the ond half an Indian secured the ball on
18th round.
a fumble and raced eighty yards for
The National Sporting Club of
a touch down. Carlisle kicked goal.
Is trying to arrange a match be- Goaded on by prospective defeat, the
tween Battling Nelson and Jabez soldiers, by terrific line bucking, man
White. Jimmy Britt defeated White aged to work the ball over Carlisle s
in San Francisco In 20 rounds several goal line for a touchdown, anil lost
months ago. He Is long and rangy, the only chance tbey had to tie the
fights at arm's length, and can stand score by failing to kick goal.
a fair amount of punishment.
The greatest game ever played on
Harvard will probably have to go Franklin field at Philadelphia,
was
into the game with Pennsylvania to- on "Saturday, w,hen the Pennsylvania
day minus an experienced fullback. eleven defeated Harvard In a gridiron
Carr injured his thigh in the game battle characterized by wonderful foot
with Brown and Is no longer a possi- hall playing. The score was 12 to 6.
bility. Paul broke his collar bone In Each team made a touchdown and
the game with the Indians and Guild kicked goal In (he first half, the QuaIs laid up with a damaged thigh. Han-le- kers scoring again In the second, and
the fullback on the second team, winning the game. Levine, who played
will probably be pressed into service. left end for Pennsylvania. Is said to
In the game between Columbia and bave played the most spectacular
Yale, the sons of Ell made gains of game In the history of an e.istern
674 yards through the red and white gridiron, and it is said that he has
yards gained won himself a place on the All Amerlines, in contrast to
by the Columbians. On 18 kicks and ican fool ball team for 1905.
kick-off- s
from Columbia, Yale ran
Dan Patch. M. W. Savage's world's
back the ball 216 yards, while Colum- champion pacer, astonished the horsebia came back only 54 yards on 11 men over the country on Saturday by
kicks.
phis, Tenn., when he paced a mile
"Tad" Jones, Yale's fast quarter- phis, Tenn., when he pased a mile
back, is laid up with a badly plained without a wind shield In 1:58 flat,
ankle, and may not be in condition fur thus lowering the world's pacing receither of the Princeton or Harvard! ord of 1: 5'ji.i. held by Star Pointer,
games.
and which was made several years
Manager Nolan certainly baa hisj 11s;.) at the Rcadville, Mass., track. The
willing
eye out for fhe coin. He is
first quarter was stepped In thirty
to match Nelson against MeCovern to seconds, the half lulle post was reachfight six rounds in Philadelphia, but ed in 5!i, the
showed
thinks a purse of $8,000 entirely too 1::!8 and after a whirl-windrive down
go.,
email for a limited round
the home stretch, the famous black
Yale men charge Columbia players pacer passed under the wire as the
with deliberate attempts to injure timers touched
The hopes of the Colorado univerthem in the game last Saturday. The
New Haven players are very bitter sity fout ball eleven for an
at
team went uiinunehng Saturday at
over the treatment they received
the bands of the Mornlngslde eleven Lincoln, NeluaKa., when the
(rimmed the Mountaineers by
and there is a possibility that Yale
may refuse to play Columbia next sea- the decisive score of IS to 0. Only
week ago Colorado defeated Kansas
son.
Since "Hucky" Holmes lias acquired university at Denver by a score of 15
to 0, and as the Jayhawkcrs had not
the managerial bee he doubts his
ability to "keep in condition" for an- been scored on up to that time, tbe
thought
team
their
other season of major league base Coloradoans
would defeat Coach Booth's eleven.
ball. Must expect a roar from
a
It now begins to look as If Vale
when he puts in a request for
would have it all Its own way in the
release.
Carl Oreen, manager of the Boston foot ball world in the east this year.
Americans, quits the bae bull game The games of Saturday place Yale as
the favorite, although the sons or Old
Eli had feome difficulty In defeating
Brown, and then only did so by the
close score of 11 to 0. Yale has
MUDDY SKIN
Princeton and Harvard to play yet.
It was an awful walloping that the
Is caused by coffee
I'niversity of New Mexico administer- -drinking in many
to the Albuquerque inuiaus on run.
iirtiay anei noon ui. iiaenuu ia. n.
cases.
the Indians have not yet recovered
Allen, for the 'varfrom the bhock.
touchdowns during
sity,
four
made
POSTUM
the game. The Indians could not hold
their line and were also weak on the
Makes a healthy liver
offensive, mid at 110 stage of the game
was the university's goal in danger.
and pure skin.
iir.'v-r-!- y
N't u Sa lifl.iy fie
r'T
IV Indian seho
"THERE'S A REASON."
three-quarter-

Montezuma Trust Co.

.

e

...BREVITIES

13, 1PC5.

BANK INSTITUTIONS

DO YOU WANT TOE
NAME AND ADDREvSvS

MOST ANYTHING

slipped In
ahead of the other lellows and landed
Ncslon, the Cnlifornlan. who Is said
to be something of a wonder as a first
baseman. Four other dubs were seeking the Callfornian.
Tom Jones, of the St. I .on Is Browns,
will be succeeded at first bae by
Nordyke of the Tnconia club. In the
Ccast League. He is said to be a
heavy hitter and a rriui.in player,
The Prlne.'on l.'.ir-- that Captain'
Cooi'cy may t.ol it ,i..u t ;..iv ,n tlio
a
is well f tunded, as
Eiiine with
C.ioiK y is In bad co.i l'.'!..u phy.lcnlly
His loss from (lie panic will materially weaken the Tiger's chances.
A New York theatrical agent Is said
to have made an offer to "Kobe"
Wadihll and Ossie Schrcck, bis catcher, to do a sketch in vaudeville. Wad-del- l
Is anxious to try If on. but
Schrc-cIs holding off.
Wnddell ha
had experience on the staire, having
once made the circuit with a melodrama called the "Stain of (lullt." Unkind critics Fay he played the stain.
That battle scarred hero of a thousand scrappy contests whose pugnacious features are so vividly outlined
by the spot light, is Mr. Timothy
Hurst, orator, debater, humorist nhd
repartee has
umpire, whose jolly-gooadded to the payety of nations. Mr.
Hurst has before the curtain to soli
a few words of farewell; he Is saying
adieu to the diamond. He is ahout to
leave us. He has guessed at his last
ball and strike. "Farewell, nnd If forever, still forever, fare thee well,
Timothy."
Even the Philadelphia papers have
begun to find fault with the "rouyh
house" tactics of quarterback Stevenson, of the Pennsylvania squad. One
critic declares that Stevenson's elimination from the game would be the
longest step forward for clean foot
ball made by any college this season.
Stevenson has been guilty of slugging
In scrimmages, giving, opposing
knee,' and other unfair tacattempt to slug
tics. Stevenson's
Dietrich in the game with Lafayette
gave that team a goal. When Stevenson was ordered from the game he
was hissed by the players.
The new foul rule in basket ball
which makes a man shooting a basket
on a foul stand five feet further back,
promises a revolution In basket ball
f;irm.
The rule has also made the
game much faster and more spectacular. The experts are having trouble
gauging t"ne new distance.
Bender, the Indian pitcher, of the
Philadelphia Athletics, has a brother
in the Iowa I.eacue, who plays under
the name of McCoy. He is said to be
a heavy hitter and guod base runner,
and may graduate into faster com-
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wE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

15.
RIGHT

At Consistent Prices

J.

RUPPE

NEXT TO BANK OP COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Ave.

C. HALDIvM DOE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
t' HER

PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, full
n.lfusre- FI"T STREET AND COAL AVE.

Ll'ILDlNO
,

Pto'h'

PAPER

Always

'''aster, Lime, Cement,

1'alnt, Glass, Sash Doors, etc.
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
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northwestern direction, to
Stamford, and Ih 225 miles long. It
In being extended another
fifty or
sixty miles northwest from Stamford,
and It la reported that this move Is
being prompted ly the Santa Fe In
order to make the extension on to the
Pecos Valley lines at Texlco.
Waco, In a

BONUS SYSTEM IN
USE AT LOCAL SHOPS
Means Better Work for Company and More Pty for

EISO JLAM

THREE.

ALBUQUERQUE IS GROWING FASTER THAN

.

To
meal time. You want . them, but
there s the distress that always follows.
.Heartburn.
Bloating. Headache, Cramp or Vomiting make you
feel miserable. In
,

Durjng the close of the tourist seajust before the $25 ra-t- from
Missouri river points to California,
was taken off, all of the available
rolling stock of the Santa Fe was put
Into service In order to handle the
traffic. Many tourist sleepers and
chair cars were brought out which
had been quietly reposing on various
side . tracks of the company for many

ANY OTHER CITY

THE SOUTHWEST

IN

HOSTETTER'S

son, of

Employes.

PAOK

STOMACH

BITTERS

you'll find sure relief. It strengthens
the digestive ifgans and thus preRAILROAD
RUMBLINGS
OTHER
vents these ailments which will develop into Chronic Dyspepsia If not
attended to at once. Try a bottle and
Arthur Lovell, superintendent OI! m .n . .. TV,
.
l
test It for yourself. All druggists and
motive power for tne Santa Fe sysafter the rush, by freight crews dealers.
tem, spent Sunday in the city, and east,
enfiines, and being empty, from
left yenterday for points east, on his and
MARRIAGE RECORD
way to his home in Chicago. Mr. fourteen to twenty were made Into
goIjovoII went as far west as Wlnslow, one train. Last week, a crew In
ing east over the Glorleta mountain
October 31 HipoMto Montoya of
where he Inspected the new 1200 pulled
six drawbars out of one train of
Barelas, and Gonova Aragon of
class of balanced compounds engines these second-clascars.
by Geo. R. Craig, J. P.
of the Pacific type, which have reNovember 2 A. A. M ant his and
cently been put in service on the
efInto
went
The
schedule
winter
Mrs. Ella Brlukman, both of Texas,
west end. He rode a trip over the
Fe yesterday. by Geo. R. Craig. J. P.
road on one cf the engines and ex- fect on the Santa
10,
9
went
for
No.
on
the
Trains
and
November 4 Clarence Elliott and
pressed himself as being delighted
with the new engines. He spent Sat- winter, and the limited train went on Belle Prlchard, both of Albuquerque,
again
dally,
heavy
the
to
accommodate
by Rev. J. W. Barron. Congregational
urday looking over the ahops In this
win minister.
city and was pleased with what he travel. The westbound limited
one-naif
one
and
November 6 Geo. E. Eaton of Calisaw here. The new bonus system, make the time in
recently put In vogue at San Bernar- hours less than formerly, the time all fornia, and Intha Ula Peck or Chicago,
being
cut off the east end, the train by Rev, Alfred G. Harrison, rector of
dino and other western points. Is now
In use In the local shops, and is a de-- making up the time In the run from 8t. John's church.
Chicago
to Ash Fork, Arts. The time
elded success.
The system means
on the eastbound train
better and quicker work for the com now announced
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS
the same as at present, and only
pany and an Increase In the salaries
minor changes axe made In other
of the employes. The employe gets tra,ns
October 28 H. F. Griffith and wife,
his regular salary, and In addition to
m
m
to Fred B. Miller, lots 17 and 18, block
this, a certain per cent of Increase It
39.
Original Townsite, $2,500.
a Job Is turned out within a certain' The Santa Fe's winter time card
October 28 Broadway Land and
time. S. L. Bean, the coast lines su- - went into effect yesterday, and the Improvement
company to Tevana K.
nerintendent. accompanied him on the first train to reach the city under tue
south fraction of lot 3 and
new schedule wag No. 9, which ar
trip as far as this city. rived ana aepartea on lime, i ne nrsi north fraction of lot No. 4, block 18,
No. 3 on the new time card left Chi- Eastern addition, $150.
SCOTTY" WITHDRAWS SUIT
October 30 A. A. Henry and wife
cago last night at 7:30 o'clock, and
FE.
AGAINST SANTA
The to E. H. Dunbar and John Mollton,
will arrive tomorrow morning.
Walter Scott and John J. Byrne, first No. 10 left Chicago at 7:50 this lots 7 and 8. block G, Jesus Apodaco
passenger traffic manager
of the. morning and is due to reach Albu- - addition, $900.
October 30 N. Peach and wife, to
Santa Fe, had a conference over the querque tomorrow evening. Details of
question or scotty'a proposed suit the new time card will be found In an Walter W. Ralph, west 142 feet of lot
4, block 1, Lewis & Simonds addition,
against the Santa Fe for using him other column of The Citizen,
$1.00.
for advertising purposes.
,
October 30 A. H. Jones and wife,
ine point tnat bcotty wisned to es-ho nmeiniiv
Th uan
tablish was that he had purchased the, known as tne ..Ea8tern Railway of to A. A. Henry, lots 3 and 4, and part
special irain on wnicn ne esiaousnea New lMexlco," as a part of the Santa of lot 5, block B, N. T, Armijo addia record run to Chicago last spring.; Fe ,y8trnii Already a portion of the tion, $1,600.
October 30 H. B. Fergusson and
After having paid his money for the roii.nl, Btni. or .hp new Santa Fe
train, Scott did not fancy the stories; line hag arrivea. Tne first of the ma- - wife, to Chas. N. Brlgham, lot 18,
Townsite, $1.00.
circuiatea tnat me trip was a iaKe ,eriaI ls the flat carg
are forty block 11, Original
October 30 E. N. Wilson and wife,
one bo far as he was concerned, andjfeet in iengtn, weiRh 32.000 pounds,
that the Santa Fe had used him to ad-- , anrt are constructed of steel. They to D. O. Taylor, lot 9, block 39, Hun-inHighland addition, $1.00.
vertise their line's capacity for speed.; h,. . mnnrltv nf ROO.onO nnnnds and
November 1 Franz Huning and
After the conference was over. Mr.!are tne hest , modern car building
wife, to John Helnrich, lot 7 and fracojrne issueo. xnis statement:
,hat can be bought.
tion of lot 8, block I, Highland addi"I wiBh to state on my own word,!
mat Mr. waiter scott pain to me in
w s r;,i.i.pi. who hn been time- - tion', $1.00.
November 1 Franz Huning and
cash the sum of $5,500 for his special keeper for the Lantry-SharConstruc-traiwife, to Mrs. Julia Bryce, lot 4, block
to Chicago, which established tnn nnnmonv it namn Nn
n th
D, Highland addition, south, $1.00.
the record run from Los Angeles tolSanta Fe
n Abo canyon, was
November 3 James Sanchez, to
that city. The transaction was ain the Qitycutff
yesterday and left last
bona fide one in every particular. Ouringnt for Los Angeles. Mr. Goebel Barbara C. de Baca, lots 7 and 8,
only part was to sell him the train Bays that work on the cut-of- f
Is near-an- d block 1. Baca addition, $2,000.
November 4 Julia E. Lee to Adam
make as quick time as circum- - ing completion. He will probably
H. Chaxez, lot 15, John A. Lee addl
permitted, in which I believe, cate in California,
tion, $125.
we succeeded to his satisfaction. Any!
November 6 Boadway Land and
statement to the contrary of what l
e
The Santa Fe has started its
said is false and. without the tensive improvements at Isleta, and Improvement company, lot 11. block
$175.
aliirhtaof t nun A n r t nn
everything is in shape for the mov 27. Eastern addition,
November 9 V. W. Shuckhart and
Ing of the depot today from the east
to A. .1. Mitchell, lots 5 and 6.
to the west side of the track. The wife,
PERMANENT WORK ON
Mor'k R, Atlantic & Pacific addition,
new interlocking switch plant will be
DAWSON CUT-OF$100.
Tne neonle of Las Veeas will be de- out In at once, the material for this
November 9 A. J. Mitchell and
lighted to hear that actual locating improvement being on the ground
wife, to A. L. Martin, property above
:
pro-work is being pushed on the
mentioned.
posed railroad from Dawson, through' Tne name of the station of Thorn-LaNovember 9 J. C. Baldrldge, to A
Vegas to Torrance, says the Op- - ton. JU9t above Bernalillo, on the At L. Martin, lots 21. 22 and 23, block
A hiir fnrre tnrti.- - thB Hem Tnes. chlson, Topeka & Santa Fe railway,
in
3, John A. Lee addition, $1.00.
dav morning, beginning permanent has been changed by the management
November 10 Geo. C. Bowman, to
a
prob-lot
"Domingo,"
very
the
road
to
work at the Torrance end. The line
D. A. Bittner. lot 10, block 2G, Huning
helm? nermanentiv lnpatert. the on- - a''!? because the station Is but a very Highland addition, $1.00.
tions taken when the temporary sur- - Bhort distance from the ancient In-vey was made are being closed and,"'-1- 1 vuiage oi nan uomiuso.
PRESIDENT OF BRAZIL
the right of way Is being secured. The
Mrs- - E. J. Gladden and daughter,
company now has some thirty teams
and forty or fifty men at work, and Ruth, who have been visiting with
Mrs- - Gladden's sister, Mrs. Thomas
will Increase the number rapidly.
It Is proposed to have the construe-- 1 Isherwood. left yesterday morning for
tion follow the location of the line as 'her home at Fal1 River, Mass. Mrs.rapidly as possible. Grading and tie,Gladden na8 a 80n Edward F. Gladcontracts are to be let within a few ueu- - wuo 18 macninisi, appreuuee m
days. There seems to be no doubt as the Santa Fe shops.
to the construction of the road. It
Owing to the fact that the Santa e
will Ka a Una nf atanrtnrri
well
enninnnH in hanrtio wh frirhJ nH Central cannot secure sufficient cars
- passenger
traffic. It Is expected to'from connecting roads to ship the
have trains running on the line by the large numuer in oneep mai u una tu
waiting, it has been forced to disconearly part of next summer.
tinue for a while the shipment of
sheep into Santa Fe, as the yards
ENJOINED FROM COLLECTING
there are full.
ON
"EL TOVAR."
TAXES
The Santa Fe & Grand Canyon railSuperintendent
James Kurn and
way has enjoined the county treas Trainmaster E. Payson Ripley, of the
urer of Coconino eoanty. Arizona, ri0 Grande division of the Santa Fe
from collecting taxes on the assess- - spent Sunday in the city from their
ment made against the El Tovar ho- - headquarters at San Marclal. They
tei at Grand Canyon, claiming exemp- - are looking after the Improvements
Dr. Alves, president of Brazil, who
lion under Section 1, of Act No. 68, now being put in at Isleta.
has a revolution on his hands, was
of Arizona, ap- of the legislature
proved March 16, 1899.
Charles Mainz, special officer of the inaugurated January 15, 1903.
The assessor valued the El Tovar Santa Fe, came up from Isleta last
AY NUPTIALS
hotel at $85,000, and other improve- - evening, accompanied
by
Charles RAILEY-ESAT VELARDE.
ments at $15,000. The Arizona board Seis, of the firm of Hill & Seis, gen- A beautiful wedding took place
at
of equalization raised the assessment eral merchants of that city,
Velarde, N. M., at 8 'dock Wednesto $200,000, and also placed the Bright
Angel hotel on the roll at a valuation
a train of fourteen cars of dead- - day evening, November 1, at the home
of $15,000, and afterward reduced the head passenger equipment went east of the bride's mother, Mrs. M. T.
assessment to $173,000.
yesterday In charge of a freight crew. Ralley.
Beneath an arch of evergreens decThe assessment was made as per- - with one" of the new
engines
The railroad claims pulling it.
orated with white and yellow chrysans.inal property.
.
themums, Miss May Hardin Raj(ey
is a part of the st.iiinn
that the
grounds and is exempt from tUAdTiou,''
S. Ayres has arrived at San Ber-a- s and Irving Bliss Esmay, plighted their
r.
Is the railroad, under the game law. nardino from Williams, Ariz., to take troth.
The ceremony was performed
by Rev. W. C. Buell, of Taos.
The injunction was issued the other the position of night clerk In the
The pretty bride was handsomely
from the district court of Coco- - flee of Agent A. F. Hunt, of the Santa
attired in white silk de cblne, trimmed
r.iao county, and the case will come pe.
in pearls and lace.
up for trial at the. April, 1906, term
She carried a bouof court.
The 1623, one of the new decapods quet of white bride's roses. The atfor the Santa Fe, arrived in the city tendants were Mr. and Mrs. Lute
The New York Central & Hudson yesterday.
It is an oil burner, and Riedel, of Anton!! t. Miss Kihel EsRiver railroad is conducting expert-- , will be put in commission on the west may and J. J. I'eyer.
ments at its shops in West Albany ;,.nd.
But Few Are Free.
with a new method of firing locomo-- i
tives. The coal Is ground into pow
E. H. Zimmerman, night ticket clerk But few people are entirely fret) from
der, and Is' then, by means of com- - at the Santa Fe station In this city, Indigestion at this season of the year.
pressed air, blown into the firebox; s aain on duty, after being in the lKodol Dyspepsia Cure ls not only the
est remedy to use because It digests
and Is consumed so completely that Sisters' sanitarium for a few days.
what you eat but because it also enthere Is practically no smoke nor
Engineer George Calvertt who has ables the digestive apparatus to asbeen laving off a few days, resumed similate and transform all food into
blood.
Kodol relieves
It is reported that tne hunta
run yesterday between this city
sour stomach, heart burn, belching,
railroad is about to take over the amj Gallup.
and all forms of Indigestion.
Texas Central, In spite of the denials
Pou't wait for an explosion ooolc
of the officers of the latter road to
Opened
the humane way.
the contrary. The road extends from with a
NEW ROOMING AND
BOARDING HOUSE
Nice,
Your patronage solicited.
clean rooms.
VIRGINIA MA EST A 3.
623 South First street.

Surer Opportunities Now Offered to Make a Fortune in

1

Real Estate Than Ever Before.
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HERE IS A CHANCE

FOR EVERY WORKING MAN TO BECOME

A man with a moderate salary to- ter within ten years.
day, can make himself rich In ten' The Surety Investment
years IF HE WILL NOW BUV CHEAP offering 200 choice
t

INDEPENDENT

four or five lots right now, before the the ground! every Sunday morniaff.
company Is prices are advanced, and your Invest- from 9 to 12 o'clock, noon, to ahow th
residence ment will earn you 100 per cent in a exact location of the different lota.

SUBURBAN LOTS IN THE CITY OF lots In the Eastei Addition to the short time.
ALBUQUERQUE. If you can spare a Highlands,
Look for the Man With th Whit
(South Broadway, Arno,
few dollars each week or month, go Edith and Walter streets), at $100.
Horoe.
into real estate on the installment $150 and $200 per lot, on the installFor the1 convenience of those who
plan. The suburbs of today will be ment plan; $10 down, and balance In are busy durlnn the week, the comwithin four blocks of the business cen payments of only $1 per week. Buy pany will have a representative on

The downtown office will also be opeo
Saturday and pby day evenings, until
o'clock. Call any time and get a
small map of the addition. 110 South
Second street. D. K. B. SELLERS,
9

Manager.

WORKS WONDERS.
A TRAIN LOAD OF BOOKS
Wonderful Compound Cures Piles,
Ecxema, Skin Itching, Skin ErupBig Book House Failed
tions, Cuts and Bruises.
STOCK
MUST BE 80LD AT ONCE
IN
AT FROM 10 TO 60 CENTS ON
Doan's Ointment is the best skin
THE DOLLAR.
treatment, and the cheapest, because
so little Is required to cure. It cbres
THESE ARE SAMPLE PRICES.
GOVERNMENT
OWNERSHIP piles, after years of torture. It cures
THE PROSPECTJ3F THE ISSUE OF
Late copyrights were $1.50.
Oar
NATIONAL
REPUBLICAN obstinate cases of eczema. It cures
STAGGERS ROOSEVELT AND THE
HOW THE PRESIDENT WOULD AVERT A CATAS- all skin itching. It cures skin erup- price 38 cents. List Includes "Tb
LEADERS
HEARST LOOMS UP IN DEMOCRACY tions. It heals cuts, bruises, scratches Christian," "Call of the Wild." "Brew
TROPHE TO HIS PARTY
"!
HE
ADVOCATES
BECAUSE OF THE PRINCIPLES
MACHINE and abrasions without leaving a scar. ster's Millions." "Graustark,"
Castaway," David Harum," etc. EnPOLITICS NEARLY DOWN AND OUT.
It cures permanently.
Albuquerque cyclopedia Brlttanlca, 10 vol, half
testimony proves it.
leather, regular $36.00, our
$7.7.
J. H. Cross, of 523 South First Charles Dickens complete pries
works, IS
Deep by the democrats ( but perhaps that street,
Washington, U. C, Nov. 13.
employed
shops
in
Santa
the
Fe
and almost startling significance is name will pass also) will be 'Mr. in the mill department, says: "Ex vols., regular $15.00, our price, $2.95.
Xmas Special.
WORLD'S BEST
He will be a presidential posure, and sitting on damp logs and
seen in the recent state and municipal Hearst.
elections, by those who see the drift candidate. The day has passed when cold stones while in the mountains POET8. Shakespeare, Longfellow and
48 others.
Le Luxe edition.
Full
a party machine can choose candi- some
of national politics.
three months ago, brought on
On the face of things recent happen- dates In disregard of a popular will. Itching hemorrhoids, commonly called leather, padded, pure gold edges, regJudge Alton B. Parker is a monu- i piles. While not severe or serious, ular $1.50; our price, 70 cents each.
ings have demonstrated.
Every book guaranteed to be new,
1
i
Decline of partisan organiza-tino- a ment to the truth of this.
they were very annoying and I put off perfect and satisfactory,
or your
What then In 1908?
Hearst and doing anything to get relief
and rise of independent senticom
until
money back without question or quibBryan, and a platform of government pelled to. One evening I stepped
ment.
into
bling.
2 Existence of widespread resent- ownership?
the Alvarado pharmacy and asked Mr.
Practically any book or set ot book
How will the country like that?
ment against the "system," the partiBriggs for something to bring relief. you want at a fraction
ot
rets
What will the republicans do?
san boss and the "machine."
I finally decided
upon Doan's Oint- price while they last. Get the
our fxe
Nominate Chas. Warren Fairbanks? ment. The first application gave re3
A growing sentiment in favor of
municipal and government ownership. Not in seven thousand million years. lief and In a short time I was prac- bargain list before ordering.
Save 50 to 90 per cent on Christmas)
Nominate Hon. Leslie M. Shaw of tically cured. I have great confidence
Spread of radicalism.
The question most clamorous to Iowa? Shaw the apologist for "party In this remedy for what it did for me. books.
Write for it today.
men Interested In national politics Is regularity" in the late Ohio cam- I never used anything which was so
THE DAVID B. CLARKSON CO.,
paign? Back to the mines!
this:
soothing and healing. I recommend Dept.
Chicago, III.
4.
Hon. Jos. Benson Koraker?
Mere it In nlhord ai1 Vnsttw hiw will nut
To what extent will these new political issues pervade the next presi- tinder to the flames.
disappointed
be
In
they
results
if
the
NOTICE OF SALE.
Who then? Who will Bave the re- give it a trial."
dential campaign?
,
Have the old party tinea gone for- publican jarty?
For sale by all druggists. Price 50 (First publication October 21, 1906.)
Roosevelt will not. This cannot b cents. FoBter-Mllburever? Must there be a , new alignCo., Buffalo. N.
By virtu of a decree of tho disment ot parties? Is the next presi- made too emphatic. He will not ac- Y., sole agents for the United States. trict court of Bernalillo county, New
cept
nomination.
unanimous
He
the
dential fight to be an enlarged edition
Remember the name Doan's and Mexico, made and entered on the 20ta.
of the late municipal and state cam- values his place in history too highly take no other.
60
day of October, 1905, in a certain progo
to
pledge
on
back
solmen
to
his
paigns? Is the presidential campaign
ceeding pending in said court wherein
retire.
to be also a protest against machines,
Fort Bayard, N. y., Oct. 23, 1905. Wiiuam L. Trimble Is plaintiff, and
Who then? If anybody asked Roose- Sealed proposals
bosses, partiea and "the system T"
A triplicate,
for A. A. Trimble, executor of the last
velt,
would
probably
reply:
government
he
Will it be a platform of
furnishing material and constructing will and testament of Lawrence
B.
ownRoot!
Elihu
ownership instead of municipal
adAddition to Officers' Infirmary here Trimble, deceased, and
p
ership?
win be received until 11 a. m., Nov. ministrator of the partners-alasset
The forces are shaping up for one 27,
With fear and trembling the old
1905, and then opened. Proposals of W. L. Trimble & company, and the
Interesting,
one
most
perhaps
of
the
yes.
time boss politician answers
entire wcpJt or for construction, heirs at law and legatees ot Lawrence
the most bitter, presidential cam- for
With serious gravity President Roose- of
plumbing, heating, and lighting, sep- S. Trimble, deceased, are defendant,
Hayes-Tildepaigns
seen
since
the
prospect.
velt admits that this is the
arately, will be considered. U. S. re- numbered 6842 on the docket of said
To him It is a warning a warning fight. The whole situation Is summed
serves right to accept or reject any court, the undersigned will, on WedRadup
phrase:
"The
of
in
Rise
the
to the members of his party to leave
A faltering or a false step or all proposals, or any part thereof. nesday, the lSthdar of November,
the dangerous ground and go and icalism."
proposals 190b, about the hour of 10 o'clock a.
containing
In
republican campaign and Envelopes
the
next
up
meet the danger half way to take
m., on the premises hereinafter deshould be endorsed "Proposals for
occupant
next
of
House
White
the
the
and champion the fight against the will
Officers' Infirmary," ad-- ' scribed, sell at public auction to the)
to
be
republican.
a
not
leadsystem to put the party and its
Elihu Root and Wm. 11. Taft are dressed to Captain S. P. Vestal, Q. M. highest bidder for cash, the following
ers on record by congressional aetfrin
described real estate situate, 1lnc
Who are
only two republicans
the
regulating railroads and corporations.
FOR PUBLICATION.
NOTICE
and being in the city of Albuquerque.
presidential
possibilities.
made
Taft
He believes this only will avert a
County of Bernalillo ai d Territory of
by
position
taking
so
a
bold
himself
republican catastrophe.
New Mexico,
II. E. No. 6968.
against boss rule In his native city.
Department of the Interior, Land OfLots numbered one (1), two (2).
as
on
to
no
attitude
left
his
doubt
Root
looms
Randolph
Hearst
Wm.
flce at 8anta Fe, New Mexico, Oc- three (S). four (4), five (6) and U
"system"
a
he
when
became
toward
the
like
situation
political
the national
(6), of block nine (9), ot the original
tober 81, 1905.
portent. Win or lose in the mayoralty special counsel to Mayor Weaver, or
together
Is hereby given that the fol- town Bite of Albuquerque,
Notice
rePhiladelphia,
the
denounced
is
and
significance
of
Hearst
contest, the
lowing named settler has filed notice with the Improvements thereon, conas
city
organization
publican
as
that
of
him
cast
for
vote
the size of the
his intention to make final proof sisting of a frame stable and other
representative of certain political "a criminal ctnsplracy masquerading of
In support of his claim, and that said structures used by the firm of W.
party
He
has
been
name."
the
in
one
under
the
chapter
principles. This is
proof will be made before the pro- Trimble & company in the conduct ot
"Story of the Rise of Radicalism." active in the niitny reform movements bate clerk
at Albuquerque, New Mex- the business ot said firm.
rea
is
In
City.
Root
ChiYork
New
in.
Mayor
Dunne
The election of
The sale will be made subject to
former, but not an extreme radical. ico, on December 6, 1905, viz., Juan
cago last fall was the prelude.
Kowemlsneh, of Valencia the approval of the said court, and
Bautlste
fight
between
a
campaign
Today
looks
like
it
presidential
In the next
county, New Mexico, for the SH upon confirmation of the sale, the pui
the largest factor to be considered Root and Hearst.
NW4, NH SWV4. section 28, township chaser will receive a good and suffi12 north, range 7 west.
cient deed, and will be let Into posHe names the following witnesses session ot the premises, which will
Every Ounce You Eat.
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
Every ounce of food you eat that falls to prove his continuous residence be sold as a whole, and without diHon. M. R. Otero, register of the to digest does a pound of harm. It upon and cultivation ot said land, vision.
A. A. TRIMBLE.
land office at Santa Fe, spent Satur- turns the entire meal into poison. This viz., Gertrudes Heco, Jose Gonzales,
day evening with his family here, re- not only deprives the blood of the nec- Hisenta AlonzaNewand Teodoro Powto, Executor of the last will and testaMexico.
ment of Lawrence S. Trimble,
material, but It all of Laguna,
turning to Santa Fe yesterday morn- essary
MANUEL R. OTERO,
and
administrator
ing. He says his offlce Is crowded poisons it. Kodol Dyspepsia Cure Is
Register.
of the partnership assets of W.
a perfect dlgestant. It digests the food
with work these days.
&
company.
Trimble
regardless of tho condition of the
I. A. Dye, one of the principal ownREPAIR SHOP.
ers of the Rio Grande Lumber com stomach. It allows that organ to rest
repaired and set up; furnl
Call
Stoves
at 110 West dold avenue for
pany, has purchased the vacant ground anil get strong again. Relieves the ture set up and crated for shipment embroidery materials of all kinds.
Stomach,
Belching,
Sour
Burn,
Heart
opposite the residence ol diaries
Rear of Walton's drug store.
Orders taken for hand made ChristMausard on North Second street and Indigestion, Palpitation of the Heart,
mas gifts. Stamping done.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
druggists.
by
etc.
Sold
all
e
hand-oiuthereresidence
will build a
now
on in the near future, liana are
being drawn by the architects.
Hans Miehaelsou. an employe cif the
American Lumber company at !
was brought to the city yesterday
morning and was placed lu the Sisters'
hospital, lie is suffering from a severe case of inflammatory rheumatism
and was in such condition that it was
necessary to carry him on a stretcher
filtered soft river water, the
to the ambulance fnmi 'he train.
as
formerly
employed
Paul Baxter,
best Barley-Mal- t,
Bohemian
clerk at the Alvara io. returned yesterday morning from City of Mexico,
Special
ingrediYeast are
where he had been fur the past month.
Mr. Ilaxter says liiut Mexico is a good
ents
place for capitalists seeking investment, but does not advise men seeking
Ik
employment to go there in search of
work, unless they thoroughly understand the Spanish language. Mr. Baxwm
mm
" w
ter will remain here for a few days
i a
If in need of fine liquors for family and will then leave for Kansas City,
and medicinal purposes, call on ErNature Needs But Little.
nest Meyers & Co., 118 West Silver
c- v
Nature needs only a IJuie Early Riser
a
avenue.
it my!
now and then to keep the bowels
Spend your leisure time kt the pool clean, the liver active, and the system
yf
hall at No. 115 West Railroad ave- free from bile, headaches, constipa
nue.
tion, etc. The famous little pills
By layering
not less than 4 months, every
"Early Risers" are pleasant in
PEOPLE DESIROUS OF LEARN- and perfection In action. They effect!
of
the
injurious,
trace
unfermented
constituents, found
never,
ING SPANISH, ADDRESS, P. O. BOX gripe or sicken, but tona and strength-is
heer,
in
removed.
immature
226, OR CALL AUTO. 'PHONE 460.
en the liver and kidneys. 6olJ by all
Anlieuscr-Rusc- h
When you are in need of fine liquors druggists.
and wines, call on Ernest Meyers &
Shop.
Tailor
New
St. Louis, I . S. A.
Co., 116 West Silver avenue.
Auto
A. J. More-Ill-,
the well known tailor
matic phone, 240.
shop
on
a
has reopened
North
tailor
Ordon Promptly I:!!ed by
away the First street, where he ls ready to
A fine place to whliw
repair
press
ladles'
and
V. Kunz,
IN'. M.
and
hours at the pool ball. No. 115 West clean,
Vapp4
Corkta or
gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
nanruaa avenue.
Patronage of former customers solicit-Hithscrlbt, for Ths Evsning Cltlten. ed.

BIG

BLACK

DRIFTS

CLOUD

ACROSS

A

NATIONAL POLITICS
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lcon-clas-

s

of-da-y

tissue-buildin-

AMERICAN SLAVES

J.

H.

0'Riley

&

Co's Emancipation
Thousands.

better than the
is an ab
i.H't slave to bis stomach, and J. H.
O Kielly and Co.. In guaranteeing that
will strengthen the stomach
that you can eat what you want
and when you want It, removes all
further bondage.
far of stomach
is to the body what
The
'he foundation is to the house, and
when it is weakened or diseased, cme
rsan after another is affected until
tne heart, lungs, kidneys and liver
Rij
involved.
Ind'e'!on
No one appreciates
victim of indigestion
a

that be

Act

;.That Will

Free

causes nervousness,
sleeplessness,
headaches, backaches, distress after
eating, furred tongue, and generat
weakness and debility.
is not a mere temporary relief fi r indigestion, but a positive
remedy for all stomach troubles, promoting good
digestion, stimulating
the secretions ami restoring health.
Ak J. H. O Kielly & Co. to snow
you the guarantee under which they
A large box of t!ie tabsell
lets sell for 50 cents, but costs noth-lunl. they cure.
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to-wi-t:

tissue-buildin-
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Perfect
Beer
rTM10ROUGIILY
imported

g

Hops and
oi

Culture

the

'-

-

(aein)

1

Brewing Ass'n

j

m

1

r

Chas.

Distributor, Albuquerque.
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THE, REAL THINGS

They prefer unreal bool.s. They like unreal plays.
woes
are largely unreal. And even their joys are
Their
affected.
Now there is a great charm in the real. The made
can never vie with the natural. Take a book, for example. The writer who can tell us truly about common-placthings, humdrum life, will write a book that Is
worth while. Indeed, he who can cut out and frame for
ns a section of life any life Is a master. That Is what
Dickens did anil Hugo and Tolstoi and Balzac.
Of all the people In this world, Americans ought to
Ve
be a real people.- - We do things. We moke things.
picmove things. But many of our books and plays and
tures and poems are way out of touch with our real
They hark back too much. Note the magazine
Jives.
articles. Aside from a very few real touches what a mlsg
the writers make! The stuff lacks red blood. And the
stage! Aside from a very few pictures of Amreican life
what a sham most of It is. And our artists give us "impressionist" pictures, Imaginary pictures on a real canvas.
Is It strange that with all the unreal influences about
us we should be led into unreal thinking, feeling and doing? Is it strange we should drift into a sham standaru
of morals? Instead of the ten commandments we are
learning only one don't get caught. Instead of straight
up and down morals we have "business ethics." Stealiug
we call "graft" and wink the other eye. We have an
unreal standard of success money. Our unreal Idea of
happiness Is to get wealth and leisure. Instead Of character we try for reputation. And so on.
fhem.

e

h

"'I'm sorry for that youngster owr there; lie wants
to go Into the navy the wor-- t way, and lie lias no guardian
to sign his contract.' The covernment requires a contract
with every apprtnlce entering the navy, and as the apprentices are ncces.-arll-y
under age, and as no minor ciin
sign a contract under the law, of course, boys without
parents or guardians cannot enlist. A great many boys
dt siring to enter the navy w ere in just this position. They
were homeless, wandering lioys, who either had no relatives or none they knew anything about, or perhaps their
relatives simply refused to lake the trouble to fix up the
papers. Well, I offered to act as guardian for that first
boy, was legally appointed, and got him Into the navy,
and since then I've kept on until now there are somewhere near 9,(I0 of them scattered over the world. That's
all there is to it. When a boy in this plight seeks enlistment at the New York receiving station, the commanding
officer refers him to nie, the boy turns tip at my ofllie
and I fix up the matter for him. Time? Well, yes, It
takes a little time. There was a period when I couldn't
get much business done. That was when It first began.
or forty boys a week then. Now
It used to be thirty-fivI've got the thing systematized so that It doesn't Interfere with business."
Talk about charity organizations and Juvenile aid
societies! They are all right in their way and accomplish much good. Bift think of 9.0(H) homoless street
gamins taken from the streets of New York with all that
it means In vice and wickedness to such boys and put
undor the restraint and discipline of the United States
navy. Ah but they are trained for war, do you say?
Even so but better that kind of training than being
l
trained for vice and crime. The
and character which will Inevitably result from the discipline given
in a majority of these eases; the honorable name and
ami the
which it possession will engender;
who can estimate the value of these things to these boys?
And all th4t he does in this direction Is just incidental,
says this man, to his main business In life.
"Just an ordinary business man, not a philanthropist: " What, then, Is philanthropy?

The Morning Blowhard, which makes such ridiculous

assertions about Its news service, has at last found out
that President Roosevelt did issue a Thanksgiving proclamation, and it tells its readers one single point the president made. The Citizen cannot resist the temptation
to say "We told you so!" Not only did The Citizen publish the proclamation, thus giving the old lady to the

west of us an opportunity to republish it the next morning or two, but we even tried to help the dear old body
along by assuring the few readers who still cling to it
from force of habit, that if they would only give the old
lady time enough she would undoubtedly get around (to
It after awhile. And so she did. bless ber dear old soul;
for on yeBterday she actually found out and let her few
readers know, from the Springfield Republican, published away down in Massachusetts, that the president warned the American people against their "passions, appetites and follieB." So, again. The Citizen begs the patrons of the Blowhard not to be too hard on the way It
is conducted. Give It time, and it will get some of the
news after awhile.
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Offer to supply you with anything Inj
our line, at prices that are fair and
square, and we are now making

Special Prices
On the Following

$12 Refrigerators
$8.73 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.
$8 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

THE

Uf

JLli

hi4 rBrrS WW

u'Fum

piece Suits, from. .$4.50 to $7.50
Blouse Suits, from. .$4.50to $6.50
Boy Overcoats, from

$9

.

.

$3.50 to $3.00

at

$6
25c
20

I

never deal

In

trash. It's

noth-

ing short of wasting money to buy
poor, cheap clothe for a boy,

25o
20c
$1.25
$3.25
65c
40c
$10.50

M. MANDELL
The Clothier and Furnisher,

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD

xxxxxxxzit:

AVE.

xxx ctxxxxxxxxx x

LONDON

M

Corner Second and

CLUB

good music. It cannot be procured on
any old kind of a piano. If you have
a taste for good music, you should buy

H
U
Marquette. H

LIVERY

5

AND

FEED STABLE a

mrniwrn
C. GRANNIS,
Prop.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
Day and Night Hack.
Mexico.
Albuquerque,
New

JEMEZ
HOMES

'

3

an instrument that

the product of
master workmen. Perfect In tone, enduring In construction and with a suf
ficient volume of carrying power to make the Instrument useful.
The Chlckerlng Bros., Bush & Lane, and Victor pianos are such.

h
M
,-

H
M

xxxxxxxxrxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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.. .$8.75

Decorated Haviland China,
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Sets
35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamp
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
50c Steam Egg Poacher
$12.50 Buggy Harness

self-respe-

THE AFIERNOON PAPER;

Y&&"&

.. $3.00 to $6.00

2 piece Suits, from

rf

ti

About the boy' clothing question.
The boy who I clothed !.ere will
wear better clothes and he'll wear
them longer than he will If hi
parent are not particular about
where they buy.

We

e

as

is altogether
The Morning
unreliable in figures as it Is in facts and in its preposterous claims to being a newspaper, when its news is
from twelve hours to as many (fays old. Kor instance,
in Its bluff of yesterday. It tells the public that there are
five daily papers in New Mexico receiving Associated
Press dispatches, for which the weekly tolls are $125.
Then it says that The Citizen pays $28 per week for its
news. Now all know that daily papers on the same circuit receive the same news, and pay the same price.
According to the Blowhard's assertion there are four
afternoon papers in the territory publishing the dispatches. Four times $28 are $112. But all five papers
pay $125. Therefore the Aftermath, according to its own
figures, Instead of paying J50 per week for Its service,
pays only $13. Now, it is an old saying that figures do
not lie; but no one, so far heard from, has made the
same statement about the Blowhard. The Citizen merely
calls attention to this to show that the Morning
Is totally unreliable and that It
knows nothing of the matters about which It shamelessly
pretends togive facts and figures.
Blowhard-Aftermat-

ir' iliiiimt

marked:

MONDAY. NOVEMBER

Want
to Drop a
Hint

1111

RECORD

There Is a man in New York w ho is neither a govern,
men! official nor a philanthropist, says the New York
Tribune, who has K.omi boys called by hl.s name. The
This will be nn editorial about real and unreal thins. man is just a plain, ordinary business man, with an oHlct.
"Wo live in a real world. Tho ground under our feet, the in a downtown skyscraper.
His story, as told by himyears ami I was In the
tilings that urow in it. men, women, everything we see is self, Is as follows: "Twenty-twreal. To be Mire there are real things that are unseen, surrogate's office one day when the iKirdian clerk re-

but the thlngB that are seen are by no means unreal.
Tbey are evident. They nre mumble.
There are some people who live, move and have
their being in unreality. They feed on fancies. Their
ays ot life are artificial. They hold to unreal beliefs.
Tbey hope for unreal happiness. The Kenuine offends

CITIZEN.

EVfiNING

HOT

STAGE LINE

SPRINGS

WE SELL

.

United States mail;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
In a recent issue of the Brooklyn Kagle, Julius Cham rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
and Friday at 5 a. m. For
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS.
hers in wrillng on "The Afternoon Newspaper and Its Wednesday
particulars, address W. L. Trimble
Transcendent Future," says: "During a chat with Mel- Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
ville E. Stone, a few days ago, be made the (to me) B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.
amazing statement: 'There are not more than two morning newspapers in New Y'ork that are paying expenses.
True, some of the other papers are pulled out of a hole
by their Sunday and evening editions, but the morning
newspaper has seen Kb best day.'
"An expression of opinion from such an uathoritative
source as the general manager of the Associated Press,"
continues Mr. Chambers, "will surprise many people; but
the trend of business for several years has- - been toward
the afternoon newspaper."
Mr. Chambers argues that the geographical position
of the United States has much tp do with the popularity
1
of the afternoon newspaper, because it gets not only the
cream of all the news that happens during the day of Its
publication in this country, but It also gets much that
appears in the morning papers dated the following day
in Europe. Mr. Chambers shows that because of the difference in time an evening paper in San Francisco can
X
actually wait until the morniug papers of the next day
are out in Europe and then print their news. Of course
5c Cigars
Eight for '25c; 10c and Two for
this is not necessary, for the Associated Press furnishes
most of this news to the afternoon papers earlier In the
day, but It shows how the principle works.
25c Cigars will be sold at Five for 25c,
The cable and the development of the telegraph systems, the fast presses, fast linotype and fast printing
machinery, are responsible for the growth of the evening
newspaper. It enables the paper to lay before its readers
at supper time the events of the entire world during the
day just closing, at the time the average reader wishes
117
his news. He has more time then for reading and the
115
news is fresher. Nearly all of the great events happen
during 'the daytime and are first chronicled in the even-lapapers while they are still fresh.
The average busy man has not time to enjoy a morn-inpaper anyway, except on Sunday. He is always in a
hurry iu the morning and has little time to sit down and
read, but when the evening paper is delivered at, his
home, filled with the fresh news of the day, he can sit
ANTONIO ARMIJO
CO.
down and read It at his leisure, only a short time after
117
it has happened.
Gent's Furnishing Goods Now Arriving
Then the women and children what time have they
for the morning paper, with their morning's work and
the school? The evenings and Sundays are their leisure, q special sales Every Saturday. Auto pnone toi. 121 N. Third street, q
their reading hours.
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The Citizen has received a copy of a portly pamphlet
of 225 pages, being an advance printing of a verbatim
report of the proceedings of the two Interstate Commerce Uw Regulation Conventions held at Chicago,
October 26 and 27, 19u5, Issued for press distribution.
This will be followed by a permanent edition, giving full
XI
data concerning the representations at both conventions,
SELECTIONS MADE FROM
and the business interests respectively comprised, together with a relation of the events which led up to the
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST
division Into two conventions, and the subsequent
matlon of ihe Federal Rate Regulation Association. For
this advance report The Citizen returns thanks to N. W.
McLeod. chairman, Federal Kate Regulation Association,
liig Bill I)fv'ry, exconteniporary of Shakespeare,
St. Iouis, Mo., expressing at the same time the wish that emerges from the dark veil of oblivion which lias shroudthe larger volume may follow the example'of the earlier ed Ills tiny but portly form these years past and emits
report.
epigrams. One of the men he does not approve of got
"the zephyr vote." "What's that? Why, 1 had 25,imio ot
The Imperial University of Japan lias some ti.oim them voters two, years ago. A zephyr voter Is a feller
students, most of whom are Japanese. There are. how- that conies up to you, gives you the glad hand and tells
ever, a large number of Koreans and Chinese and a you he's goiug to vote fer you. Then he blows away into
sprinkling of Europeans. It has al.oui 4uu professors, thin air ou election day." lievery also has an Idea that
some of whom do not speak Japanese. These are Eng utie ot his friends has tho third rail hand. "It's a hot
lish, Cerinan, French, American. Italian, Spanish and one while the power is on, but it is limp when the switch
Dutch, and give lectures In their own language. The Is turned off." El l'aso Herald.
university is really a part, of the government, and as
such has all the funds needed to carry on the work
Hearst's Contest for Mayor, u
Every branch of learning, science and industry is em
William It. Hearst has so seldom been right In his
braced in the curriculum of the university and the .laps various public attitudes that many will arrive hastily at
may be pardoned for pride in saying that they consider the conclusion that he Is wrong In his contest, for the
the university one of the greatest, if not the greatest, New York mayoralty. The fact that Tammany is against
institutions of learning iu the world.
him Is much In his favor, for he never before had so
n .nemv.
trickv and disrenutAhlo
Tho ,.e,nintr t,. htu ni.i
The Morning Aftemath Is Ih best bluffer out. It of District Attorney Jerome, who U a constitutional op- actually, wiili a temerity which would make the fortune
ui i rami aim Krait, id in nu favor. Candidate
of a poker player, ahk its readers to write to Melville K. IvillK. W ho roilM
.,.!; t,..itill a,....
nut huvo wa iw)pl..iu
r J III
I" i "null u i
Stone, general manager of the Associated Press, to prove pathy with Mr. Hearst, Isf also supporting fiwiii
him in this
its false a ml silly claims to publishing the general news contest because, as he says, he was defeated by fraud.
before The Citizen dues. Why, then, does It publish the Arizona ueputuican.
news twelve hours after The Citizen has published it?
Any one who cares to read the Aftermath, after having
Joint Statehood League.
read The Citizen the evening before, knows this to be
The joint statehood league was organized Jiouday,
the case. This pap. r sincerely wishes that some of the and considering that but little canvassing has been done,
Aftermath's dupes, if any Mich there I.e. may be Induced quite a number have fcigned and the prospects are that
to write to Mr. Sinn,, and see what a bluffer the After- the membership will number more than a hundred by
math really is.
So far the most prominent citizens have
next week.
sinned, and if prompt action is taken the las Cruces
The Morning Aft i mat h is an ' amoosin' cuss" in its Joint Statehood league will make a good showing l.as
claims that it publishes original news. The other day it Cruces ("it izeri.
published, as a tel. gram from l'ort Stanton, the story
of a cave found there. It as good nailing enough, in
Election Teaching.
the absence of live news, but it was not a telegram at
The result of the election Tuesday, as a rule, must
ail, nor eveu a pec:al communication. The same article, be gratifying to those who believe In honest government.
word for word, appeared several days before In tho El ( fcourse this will not satisfy tho rabid partisan, but
l'aso Herald, from which it was taken without one word The Herald la iiot of the Kind that believes a party should
of r""?'t. pucti ttilrma occur shout fvry dsv snd fre- Hiicrpf! when harboring grafters and corruptioulsts. The
quently s.'vcia Mn.es in . ai h issue. l,ut The Citizen does ebxiion Tuesday was nor tlil icul in any
of rlie
not care to burden its readers with continual reference word- - one of local Interest to those directly concerned
to them.
and the people. Tui ango Herald.
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HOUSE

THANKSGIVING NUTS
Direct shipment, new stock.
Jumbo Almonds, lb.
Jumbo Pecans, lb.
Jumbo Filberts, lb.
Jumbo Brazils, Id.
They are largest and finest
nuts we ever saw; call and
inspect before buying.

25c

USINGER SAUSAGE
Fresh shipments by express
every week.
Cothaer Cervelat,
0C
Salami, ib
UwU
Frankfurters, Ib
Brauschweiger Leber- wurst, Ib
NORWAY

ORIOLE

FURNITURE,

STOVES, RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADA1LE & CO.

Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

Exclusive agents
Sta'shipt Oysters

good I

price

sf msnsy isnm ssswsmy.

savings can fcsst
Installing a

fee

stUtln

,

TTm

AN

y

In dollars and ont thsy oost no mors, l quality thsy ar
superior. In dursblllty t hey last longer. Ons-thlr-d
Mttar tfcsn
sny other. You ar most oordlally Invited to swamta osPnew
line.

Prices

In

Plain Figures $30 and Up

Old stove
THE McBRAIN

MAMMOTH

tsksn at a fair valuation.
FURNITURE

CO.,

205 Cold

Ave.

MACK

EREL A jumbo ini
size, each
BLACK EAGLE LIMBURGER
A fine Old limburger, scientifically cured, soft and mel
low. Put up in two

pound
pound

bricks,

the

UU

ORIOLE CROMARTY
BLOATERS
Each
one labeled, '2, for

H ft

FRESH SMOKED TONGUE
A new lot just received.

I UU

the

mforfc

PENINSULAR RANGE

MACKEREL

Small,
but
stock, each

Time, Labor
and Money

IN

1

iKO

aC

Easy Payments

Installment Plan

saving

BLUE LABEL MINIATURE
CREAM CHEESE
Made of
pure cream, very rich and del
icate.
Put up in

small bricks,
per pound

ITS

Urns mns
Ths savin
Ths savins) of labor mssmsj ss

SEASON.
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

A

))))))

3Lia.Sl3L

Restaurant

REGULAR MEALS, 25 CENTS.
Service a la carte, Day and Night. Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME

?

West Copper Avenue.

.."EMPRESS.'

ooooosoooeoo ooooooooo
WHERE TO DINE AVELL

Santa

Z

M. BERGER

ffTUL 3L

South Second Street
W. Railroad Avenue

Who take pride in her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies and pastry dainty, delicate
.
,
and light,

114

at

until they are all sold.

j

0
0

STREET.

0KKC0K O00000000 sK0OSs000 KOt000
NOTICE!
The Happy Housewife

Owing to the large demand
for my own brands of Cigars,
and limited space, am forced
to sell all of R. Massey & Co.'s
brands of Cigars at half price.

0

j

LEARNARD & LINDEMA NN

I

z

The only
date city market
ths southwest

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Machine Works

ST. R. HALL, Proprietor
Iron snd Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
Pulleys. Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
Buildings.
Hopmirt om Mining and ttlll Maehlnory a Specialty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
AJbuquerqu. ti. M.

O. A. MATSON & CO.

Fine Stationery

up-to- -

202 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE

0
0
0
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BELIEVED TO BE

ALBUQUERQUE EASY

FRANZ HUNING'S WILL

IMPORTANT CATCH

FIELD FOR BURGLARS

Low Priced Selling of Fall Dress Goods

FILED THIS MORNING

Housebreakers Ransack Three Police Land Two Men in Jail
Who are Thought to be
Residences Within Past
This Old Pioneer Makes a
Forty-tigDangerous Criminals.
Hours.

SALE OF NEW FALL DRESS
GOODS. FOR THE NEXT TEN DAYS
A

1

ht

ivision
NO

CUW

AS

THIEVtS

TO

OXE FAS BILLET

l

of His

Most Charitable

R,,d

ff

Reserve.

i
(3 0F

52

nI
enrol
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w

15

IMPORTANCE

ca.-.li-

above all the
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to-vi-

O. F. Q.
WHISKEY
TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

0

Distillers,
FRANKFORT. KT.

0

tuntttmm tit

o

o o o

ooo

j

r
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0

And also a full line of

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

0

0. W. Strong's Sons

0

STRONG BLOCK.

0

a

Our prlcea are the lowest.
;

Albert Faber,

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

f

the Fall
aeon, new de- -

Carpets, Rtigs, Matting, Linoletxm, J
Ctif tains, Portieres and Draperies

0

Anto phone, 316. Bell phone,

Jm

and

BORDERS

305 Railroad Avenue

Residence

116.

201 211 N.

io

J

3

phone, No. 199.

Auto

runermi Director mnd Embmlmer
Commercial Club Building.

Black or White Hearse, $5.00

g

C1TT UNDERTAKER.

MONUMENTS.
Second St., Both Phones.

"The Southwestern

Electric 8c Construction

Co., Inc.

Electrical
Engineers and

Contractor.

For You

lighting,
Electric
N
-j power and pump-

18!) Your Wife

g

c

The Babies

i

i

X

ing plants, dynar
mos, motor
and
electrical supplies.
House wiring. A

thorlzed agents for

M Crocker, Wheeler at
m Co. Agents for the

O General Electric Co.

motors.

Induction

Coronado
Any Old Kind

Largest stock of
electrical fixtures 1b
the southwest. Are
members of the Na-

Is

(

of!

tional

EleckrieaJ

Contractors'

asso-

We grre
tickets for the pV
ano contest.
Auto, 'phone, 45.

ciation.

Easy Terms

0K00C

0000

0000000K000

The Colorado Telephone Co.

Porterfield Company

HOW.

Room IS, N. T. Armljo Building.

Gold Ave.

Do you realize that you can get
modern telephone service today for
what you are paying for Inferior service?
The only long distance transmitters
and receivers; wall or desk sets; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest
rates.

ELKS' THEATRE
THE POPULAR
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,

and Winter
signs In

0

M. M.
Antomatlo Pbona, 199.
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An Open Letter
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THE BIG STORE WITH LITTLE PRICES
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The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
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Albatross;

Wool

ZmJC

ooC

K"?." .:..h.
All

mm

jm

In

pieces Fancy Mixed Dress Goods;
75c values;
choice of entire lot,

36-l-

f

socm

;:ra?e

Visit our store and see the following
Great Values:

ace-qui-

Serge,

jRrllliantine; Black, Green,

rniuLO

'

-

50

DDIPtv

y

v
-

Finest All Wool Fancy
Flannt Is; sold up to $1.25
per yard; choice of lot at

Cheviot

TTflJ

V
C

cf'tf ifB

tif
V'fr
French

All Wool

nui

Hi

4?
SC-s?-

H!sr

j

A

Fine Rroadcloths, In stylish
Dress Shades; worth $1.25 per
yard; you can buy them now for
very
inch
ChifTon ltroadcioths;
newest shade; a $1.50 pT yard
wn 8a,e &

X n-- A

2

M

-

mm

one-fourt-

a.

58c
Mf

52 Inch

2l&

heavy, In Greys,

extra

Ladles Clofh; all wool. In 13
different shades; a splendid value,

PPPJ55
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This DRESS GOODS

Estate and

In tho arrest yesterday of two men
There were two burglaries in the
city Saturday night and one last night. giving their names as C. K. Gale and
This morning the will of lie !a!e, Ciara. an I my son, Arno. and the pro-- I
and K. K. Lansing, it Is believed the po
All were of the enenk variety
siilxnitt e. to the cceds (t such sale to be di ided share
Bhow that whoever the perpetrators lice have made an Important capture Franz Hunlng was
and share alike.
clerk and placed on tile.
The probate
criminals.
were they were no noioes at the bus- of two dangerous
....
I ne
Cash ami cas'ii values on band at the
' e tr.iviiinn
representative hi I'l...
story t ho men tell Is a strauge one.
iness.
looking over the will done,! time of my death shall be divided
Sometime between the hours of 7:30 dale claims to be a railroad man. Citizen, in following
paragraphs:
ihus: One-halto my wife, Ernestine
the
and 10:30 Saturday uteht the home of hailing from Phillipsl.nre. Kan., while down will
to my daughter,
anil devise to my wire, Kr- - Hunlng;
"I
Lansing says he is from Denver.
11. 1 Lindemnnn, of the firm of Lear-narto my , son,
Hunlng, the following de- Clara, and
& Llndeinann. near the corner of
The men were arrested yesterday nestine
;
The morning a short time after their ar- - scribed land and real estate and per-- Arno.
Coal and Fifth, was entered.
An Indian depredation cLiim to be
property lying and being situate
thief gained entrance by the back win- arnvai in Aiminuerque irom me west. sonnl
.
.
nf irnalilln a,i ferri divided on suine basis as
i.
........
.(..
UU
tl
dow of the house and proceeded with ...e.v
... le V.n ....
.v." V .
of New Mexico, towit :
torv
his work of pilfering in a business- nere on train
rare.
asn
a paying i
Rni, (.aflU), UmUn)l wltn all the h ave any surviving children, his wid- like way. The shades were drawn by When arrested, both men had money
and Improvements and ov shall be entitled to 2o tier cent of
him and the lights were In some cases on them, and it was found 'that Lans lands, houses
property thereon and thereto this estate. If she has acquired any
personal
leg,
turned on.
In
right
ing had been shAt
the
at the time of my deatn. part of It during his life by transfer
Smith & just above the ankle. The bullet was belonging
The thief took a
Also my lots In the union depot front- or otherwise It shall be deducted from
Wesson hammerless revolver, two from a
weapon and en age
facing on Railroad avenue, with the 25 per cent. The balance of the
bracelets, an opal ring and a little tered the leg from the front, tanging
property shall go to my grand children
savings bank belonging to Mr. Llnde-mann'- down several Inches, and coming out the warehouse thereon, together with the
children of my daughter, Clara,
income therefrom.
little daughter. These are all at a point on the side and Just above, all Mythe wife,
Hunlng, shall share and share alike.
Ernestine
exceed-been
missed
have
wound,
which
of the articles
while
'
the ankle. The
Directs that his body shall be crethese properties in trust for my
and as the whole house was ransack- ingly painful, is not considered dan- - hold
Arno Hunlng, who shall enter mated.
ed, it will take some time to determine gerous. Lansing was able to use his son, possession
Appoints Ernestine Hunlng. Arno
thereof at the time of
just what has been stolen.
leg, and beyond a slight limping, Is into
And she Hunlng and H. B. Fergusson execmother.
of
his
the
death
family
home
arrived
after not Inconvenienced.
When the
shall have no authority to sell or utors.
being in the city for the evening,
Robbers?
Are They Gross-KellThe two pieces of land willed and
otherwise dispose of any part there
burned matches were found on the
The men were arrested on suspicion of without the advice and consent of deed to Clara Fergusson are part of
atfloor, which first attracted their
of being two men who Saturday night tnp otner administrators
the Hunlng's homestead and reduce
tention to the fact that some one had made an attempt to force an en- a
daughter,
my
j
wm
am)
the boundaries on the east to the
,eVise
to
been In the house.
trance to the office of the Gross-Kellj Clara
on Fourteenth street, and on the
following
fergusson.
the
Stole Silk Dress.
house In thlg city, but 8(.rjbed land and real estate lying and west to a point ten feet west of the
Later the same evening a sneak were frustrated by Special Officers Kd.,)(,n(
flituate in the county of Iterna-Well- s acequia west of the old mill.
L.
H.
thief entered the home of Dr.
of the Santa Fe, and C. L.
Note The piece of land in the rear
territory of New Mexico,
and
street,
whjle the
Must, on South Third
who came upon them while they.Wt.
"Honeymoon row", on West Railof
away,
family were
and ransacked the were at work.
piVe lots In Block 50. N. M. Town road avenue, comprises abmit thirty
house of considerable wearing apparel
The robbers fled and managed to Company.
acres, and is most valuable, and the
I
and other valuables.
make their escape, but not until Offfive lots in Block 50, New Mexico
town.
old
Property
in
He gained entrance to the house icer Davis got a shot at one of them.
frontage.
depot
Towtisite company, also left to Mrs.
union
in
Two
lots
went
through a back window and
officer is sure he struck the man,
The
Fergusson, on West Railroad avenue,
Los
in
Abo'nt
acres
seventy
land
of
about his work In a very systematic as the fellow fell to the ground while oriegos.
lies almost directly opposite the resimanner. The dressers of the different running between two strings of cars,
dence of W. S. Strlckler. As to the
in
of
A
Atrisco.
piece
land
rooms were all searched and their con and rolled under the cars and out, on
In a codicil the piece of land oppo amount of cash and cash .values, rutents strewn about..
disappeared
side,
he
where
the
other
her residence with two double mor has placed the amount at various
What the thief wanted was money, Although a thorough search was made site
no,Ise9 thereon. Is willed to hen And figures, but the accurate amount is
as was evident from his search of the for the men that nignt, no trace
m a deed a piece of land behind "Hon not given in the will. A report Is In
house, but this he did not find. The them could he round.
h
eymoon row" is deeded to her.
circulation that Mrs. Fergusson's
most valuable article stolen was a
Nothing more was thought of the! Tnp naianCP of my roa estate to be
nearly
amount
to
will
of
cash
beautiful silk dress belonging to Mrs. matter until the arrest yesterday of nM ...r .,,
nf . dinrliter. $4,000.
Hust.
who according to
Lansing,
Gale
and
,
.
.
.
l
,L th.
1.
When the family returned about -me omceis, tauy
me urfn '
im
cioseiy
10:30, they found burned matches on scrintlon of the two men wN were
V e
e a
e e e
Sale Remnants Dress Goods.
the floor of the front hall and about attempting to burglarize the whole
WOMEN TO IN- we
WANTED
Bargains
Be
sure
look
and
at
the
the different rooms.
company.
VEST IN THE BEST OF CLOAK
sale house of Gross-Kellare offering In Kemnants of all wool
Banker Herndon's Home Entered.
B. ILFELD & COS.
VALUES.
Held for Investigation
Dress Goods on. Sale at about one-hal- f
i
county
burglars
active
were
or
burglar
the
The
e
The men are confined in
OPPORTUNITY SALE.
Th fjoi.ren Rule Dry
B,llal vlln
again last night. Some time between jail where they are being held for an Goods Co.
,
vis-8
the
8:30
o'clock
and
investigation. A Citizen reporter
the hours of
A full line of liquors, wines and cor
residence of J. B. Herndon, cashier of ited the jail this moiiiing and talked 4
"e
e
dials. Family trade a specialty. Er
was
entered.'
bank,
Hie State National
with the prisoners, lousing tens a.,
GIVES
$16.50
OWNER
SOLE
nest Meyers & Co., 116 West Silver
The burglar was a little slowimd came peculiar story, which is corroborated , YOU
THE SOLE OWNERSHIP
Avenue.
very near to being captured,' effecting by Gale. He says that they were in
AT
$30.00,
A
WORTH
SUIT
OF
his escape only after making a leap for Albuquerque several days up to Sat
e
NOVEMBER
&
CO'S.
B. ILFELD
"Drip, drip, drip, oil everywhere"
life from a porch leading from a sec- urday and left that evening for
OPPORTUNITY SALE.,
better cook with safe gas.
ond story window.
walking from here to the Junc9:
The family of Mr. Herndon in ab- tion, where they arrived about supA dollar show for 25c and 35c at
sent from the city and the banker, ac- per time. They ate supper, and walk
Fancy Velour Walstlngs In Green, the Elks' theater tonight. Ladies free
companied by his nephew, H. Lehr, ed along the track for several blocks
polkadot
returned home about 8:30 o'clock. As where they made camp, waiting Tor a Navy and Broa, white
Ground Oil Cake Flax Seed, simon
sold up to 90c yard, choice for
they stepped on the porch and opened train south to El Paso.
pure
E. W, Fee, 620 South
While waiting there Lansing says this sale, 50c yard, at The Golden Rule Secondquality.
the front door, Mr. Herndon heard
street.
some one walking around inside the that a man came up to them, and Dry Goods Co.
house. He closed and locked the door addressing them in a rough manner,
T
"
and telling Lehr to go across the said;1
BUYERS WANTED
$30.00
WOMEN WANTED. TO IN- street to a neighbor'.' and get a gun
"I am the big 'bull' of Isleta. I V VEST
TAILORED SUITS FOR $16.50
IN THE BEST OF CLOAK
he went around to the rear of the have already shot two men, and I
B. ILFELD & CO S. OPPORTU- VALUES. B. ILFELD & CO S.
house to intercept the burglar.
want you fellows to clear out."
N1TY
SALE.
SALE.
OPPORTUNITY
says
Lansing
go.
The thief was a little too slick for
As they started to
9 9 9 9
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9
him, however, and seeing that he was that the man drew a gun, and point- 9. 9. 9 f. 9 9 9 9 9 9 f 9
about to be cornered he- - stepped out ing It toward the ground, fired. The
r
on the porch upstairs and leaped to bullet entered his leg. inflicting the
SAM KEE
the ground, a distance of about fifteen wound above described.
says that he has lots of pretty
Flavoring
extracts
are pen.
feet. As he passed out of the yard he
The description the men gives fits
things, comprising Toys, Indian
came face to face with Mr. Lehr, who Special Officer Charles Mainz, watch- erally fictitious
Curios, Mexican Drawnwork, and
;
or
weak
Schilhad returned.
The burglar drew a man for the Santa Fe at the Junction,
Chinese and Japanese goods, for
revolver and with the command but that their story is a mere fabrica- ling's Best
Christmas.
are
true
and
as
"Stand shy there," he dashed past tion, there seems little doubt,
215 South Second Street.
Lehr. and disappeared In the darkness Mainz was In Albuquerque at 2:30
The police are investigating the rob o'clock Sunday morning, at the time
beries, but so far have not the slight which the prisoners say the shootYour grocer's; money back, OCOCXOXXXXXXXXXXXXOCXDOO
est clue as to who the burglars are. ing took place.
A warning Is given the people who
Not Shot at Isleta.
for the
W. S. Fields, manager
leave their homes at night to see that
Special Notice to (he
the doors and windows are locked Holmes Supply company at Isteta, has
Friends In this city of F. S. Brooks,
In every instance the thief has effect knocked the story of Lansing that formerly a resident of Albuquerque,
ed an entrance to the premises by rals he was shot at Isleta, all to pieces. where he was engaged In the furniture
Public
lng a window.
Mr. Fields was in the city today. He business, but who about four years
renorts that he was up all night Sat ago removed to Mainz, Germany, will
I have bought the entire
urday, and that at no time during the be Interested to learn that Mr. Brooks
MARKET REPORT
Interest of the Highland
night or early morning was there a and his family have moved to Zurich,
meat market, and solicit a
shot fired in or around the junction Switzerland, where he will engage in
continuance of your patron79
Amalgamated Copper
can
only
TV Vinn.
decision
Now.
t
s
inai
the
In
lotto,
hnalnoea
age and guarantee satisfac1 37
American Sugar
4 arrived at is that the men In Jail aejthe druggist, Mr. Brooks says that he
tion. 1. j. Mlze will remain
82
Atchison, common
w tuu
ne men wnu ui
get
or
expects
to
back to Albuquerque,
with me as cutter, ready to
Atchison, pfd
1024 Gross-Kelly- wholesale house. After God's country, as he calls it, some day.
serve his friends.
109 4 one of them was shot, he evidently
Baltimore & Ohio
I. If. FORD.
73
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
hunted up his pal, and in order to
Ladies' free tickets at Matson's un
69
Canadian Pacific
clear themselves, they hit upon (he til 6 p. m.
We cheerfully wish our
42
Colorado Fuel & Iron
plan of going to Isleta and doubling
successor, I. H. Ford, success
Colorado Southern, common .... 26
back, thus making It appear that they
and the patronage of our
62
Colorado Southern, first
GAR- TO WEAR
READY
were not in Albuquerque at the time
many customers.
42
Colorado Southern, second
MENTS. CLOAKS AND SUITS,
the attempted robbery took place.
O. W. PARK & SON.
Chicago. Great Western, common 19Tfe
GREATLY REDUCED IN PRICE
The well connected story they
52
C. & 0
Officer Mainz and fhe descripAT B. ILFELD & CO S. SALE.
about
tiTg
Erie, common
tion they give of the officer, was
1
1 1 1 f
I 1 1 f OCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXOOCXXXX)
7 aErie, first
probably gained from their being told
147V4
Louisville ii Nashville
of bis past experiences by some one
97
Missouri Pacific
Intimately acquainted with him.
115
MetroMiIitan
clew against
Another important
22
Mexican Central
Lansing is the fact that the bullet
149V.
New York Central
fired from Officer Davis' gun was of
4 M :is-- r
Norfolk
aliber, and it w as a bullet of this
135
Reading, common
caliber that made the wound in the
138
Pennsylvania
man's leg.
28
Rock Island, common
That it would Tiave been Impossible
and Friends
71'i for Officer Mainz to have done the
Rock Island, pfd
24V4
Steel,
common..
Republic Iron &
shooting Is seen, when it is known
Republic Iron & Steel, pfd
that this officer carries a
We have entered Into a contract with .Mr. George W.
Southern Pacific
weapon.
174
St. Paul
llickox, agreeing to sell to him our Jewelry Business, InIt is expected that tho mystery
337i will be cleared up tomorroy mornSouthern .railway
cluding stock, fixtures, and good wiil, January 1, 1906.
95'(, ing, when the men will be given a
Tennessee Coal & Iron ....
32
One strong feature of our agreement with Mr. llickox is
Texas Pacific
before Police
hearing
preliminary
1287, linlgo Crawford.
1'nion Pacific, common
that we promise to reduce our very Urge and complete
P. S. S., common
stock to the lowest possible point before that date and
Ml
I'. S. S., ld
COMPANY
38 "4 BEBBER OPTICAL
with this end in view, we will begin, Saturday, November
Wabash, pfd
Wisconsin Ceniral. common .... 2hVj
SELLS KODAK DEPARTMENT
4, a SPECIAL
CLOSING
OUT SALE to continue until
58
14
Wisconsin Central, pfd
31,
we positively retire from the
December
which
3
time
at
Western I'uion
South Second
Percy Hawley,
3t','
V S Leather, common
arranged
Jewelry
having
Business,
to go Into the manpurSaturday
street news dealer, on
O. & W
department of Die
ufacturing lumber business In British Columbia.
the
kodak
chased
25
Greene Copper
Bebber Optical company, located on
Our business In Albuquerque has Increased steadily
Gold avenue, the consideration being
year
by year, and grateful for this, we propose for the
LADIES FREE AGAIN TONIGHT
$758.59.
The purchase Includes the agency
next two mouths, to cut out the big end of our profits
"Foxy Grandpa" filled the Elks' op- for the Eastman kodak In Albuquerand to give you such a genuine bargain sale of really
era house Saturday afternoon with que. Mr. Hawley has secured the
Fine, High Grade Goods, as has never been offered In
the largest matinee audience In the services of an expert photographer to
history of the house. Of the fcol odd take charge of his kodak department,
our city.
fifdevelopand will make a specially of
seats !n the auditorium, not over
We invite you to make your selections now and avoid
ty remained vacant. The performance ing films, as well as selling ail kinds
and of kodaks and kodak supplies.
was one to please the women
the rush of the December trade. We have ample vault- children.
room and will gladly lay aside the goods you select, until
a
FREE DEMONSTRATION.
The audience of the Saturday even0
you are ready for them.
There is fashion In foods a well as
ing performance of "Across the DesWe are going to give you a
20 years, and
A
Jewelry
We
in
been
Business
ert.'' was not as large as the afternoon in dress.
have
the
of
audience, but It was an enthusiastic few examples. Armour's extract ns.
In
we
yet
never
a
sale
this
fake
sale.
have
adtrtised
r
f
rewill
do it
beef demonstrator
the performers
one, applamlin
Chafing dish cookery, dainty so'ips
will offer you rare bargains
iu Diamonds and Fine
in at filly.
company
and bouiilions served to our patrons
The Ethel Tucker Stock
0
Kvery
will be backed by ny personal
sale
Watches.
comIt
our
all
is
free, with
bcKins i' second week's engagement all week.
assure,!.
guarantee.
Mail
satisfaction
Co.
orders
solicited
(ioldeu
Dry
G'miJs
and
Hule
tonight with "Woinn Against Wom- pliments,
an." One la.ly wi!l he admitted free
tonight with every paid ticket.
A Ul'YKIt FOIt
W'AXTKl)
NEW MEXICO'S
SI IT. WHICH IS e
A WOMAN'S
g
LEADING JEWELER
inch Silk Lansdownc in Litest
WORTH
$!', FOIt $it;.r,o, AT
$1.5 yd.
evening shades, lle'-'ul&
CO
S.
B.
SALK.
e
0
5c
ILFELD
f
to
sale
this
value; reduced for
SJOSJO
c
ii-- at The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
i--

Heavy Skirting Cloth, in Grey
Black' for

Habit Dress and Sklrtlnn Cloths;

oiVln.

D-

HIS LEG

Cash

FIVE.
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OUR COAL YARD

Stock Co.

Is chock full of coal that 'will gladden
your heart and warm your house when
It's cold. Fill your bins for next winter now, and avoid the rush.

...Second Week...

American Block Coal, the best Gallup
mined; Cerrillos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes f hard coal.

Tue&day

A

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

New
en

a

Woman's Revenge.
Dora Thorne.

m own

1mm

Green

..'.--4-

HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Colo. 'Phone, 45.
Auto. 'Phone, 416.

Magda.

Faust.

Saturday

' w

WOOD!
Factory Wood, J3 full load.
Mill Wood, 12.25 full load.
Eureka White Lime.

Queena.

Monday

LOOKI

Jesse

James,

or

Dead- - M

and different speciali i'S
s t ach nigbt.

bo-- .

i

PRICES:
Children
Balcony and Dress Circle
Parquet

15c

25c
35c

Many a Loaf of Bread

Has been spoiled because the good housewife don't know how to make
good bread. Many a valuable prescription has been ruined because
i be one compounding it didn't know bow.
EVERY ONE compounding medicine In this store know his business,
or be wouldn't be allowed to compound medicine here.
B. M. BRIGGS A CO.
Both Phones.
First St. and Gold Ave. Props. Alvarado Pharmacy.
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Born Bulldozer
...

who Is an old time friend of the Sen

SHOCKING DEATH OF

ator.

Mr. Clark, while here, stated that he
t
heen an
had Id the
statehood man. but that ho would In-

pt

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

vestigate the proposition and might
Y
come over to the Joint party. He has
entirely recovered from his recent Ill- Member of Hunting
Party
ness and Is In better physical health
than for sime time.
H C
Accidently Shot Near
The party left New York on last
I
' UWednesday ami will visit the Jerome
copper properties, thence to Ioa AnAcoma Pueblo.
of being beaten and tugged upon.
When th baliy girl grows to e 18 geles, where they will Inspect the new
nhp must fold her hands weekly In her Ixs Angeles, San Pedro & Salt Iake
lap. She may not strike.
Etiquette railway, thence from Salt Lake to SEVERAL OTHERS ARE INJUR I ED
forbids. So she uses her tongue, her Butte, Mont., and back to Washingeyes, her saucy mouth to keep Tier ton.
Mr. Clark 1ms a magnificent car. It
young attendant In proper subjection.
A band of twelve Santo Domingo
The game la the same only she Is his own private property and bears
only his own monogram. It la seven Indians who have been down in the
changes her weapon.1".
feet In length on the inside and vicinity of Acoma on a hunting expeThe defense goes on with the same.ty-slcheerful acceptance. He rejoices In ll clRlmed to be the finest, private car dition for Bonie two weeks, met with
every good nattired, whole hearted 'n the world. It is built entirely of a very peculiar accident last, rnuay
He steel and is fitted in the latest and night, which cost one of them his life
word blow that she gives mm.
likes her because she isn't namby-pamb- most modern style and contains ev- and painfully and seriously injureu
He likes her because she erything for a life of ease and
three others of the hunting party.
isn't all the time giggling and grimThe story which has reached Albuacing.
querque in regard to the affair ls that
By and by he marries her.
MADRID MINES PRODUCING
the Indians went into camp below
Marriage doesn't change her atti"stacked arms," as ls cusAcoma
200 TONS OF COAL DAILY tomary and
tude toward him. She keeps up the
in a soldier camp. Some time
old game.
during the night the "stack" fell over
She has her way. She makes him
Halm, of the Cerrlllos coal and as the guns were all loaded, sevwTlI.
believe that he Is In the wrong and yard, reports that the Cook & White eral of them were discharged.
makes him. admit that she Is In the mine at Madrid Is now producing 2n0
One of the Indians was shot through
right.
tons of coal a day. Although the hard the kidneys and abdomen, another was
He knows what she Is doing. He
tnrougn
tne tnign, anoiner
mine at Madrid has played out snot
She pulls him. she pounds him, she with a whip or anything else that likes It. Just as he liked to be pounded coal
and was recently forced to shut down, through the mouth and out at the ear
comes handy.
bulldozes him.
by soft baby fists.
the soft coal mine Is working night and another through the arm.
She begins early, too.
The most wonderful thing, however.
Why does he like It?
day, and the miners from the closed
A courier was dispatched to Laguna
Find the small young lady who has Is that the boy, young or old, takes It
Because a woman never bulldozes mine have been put to work
In the for aid and a surgeon, but as he spoke
lived a year or eighteen months and as a matter of course. If she hits hard a man she doesn't love.
English very brokenly and was much
Cook & White mine.
watch her bulldoze Jier older brother. he squirms a little. If she hits too
She Is willing to let that other man
Cerrlllos coal Is mined excited, a clear story of the condition
If there isn't a brother a neigh uf hard he demurs In a quiet sort of a go his own way while she goes hers. at The famous
Madrid and has a big market in of the wounded men could not be
will do quite as well if she likes way. But for the most part he grins But not so the man she loves.
gained. However, It is understood
Albuquerque.
Mm.
and hears it.
She is Interested, and she shows it
that the Indian who was shot through
She pulls his hair and beats his by bulldozing.
Before she can walk he is her most
tbe body is dead.
NOTICE OF SALE.
good
nHtnred
and accommodating back and gurgles with delight when he
Man knows this, too. That is the
Teams and a doctor were sent out
punching bag.
hollers.
reason he stands so willingly for the
Whereas, I I.. Ayers. did in and to their aid and the injured men will
When she is old enough to play
It's a great game. She Is born to bulldozing.
be brought to Albuquerque on their
horse, he makes the gentlest and bulldoze and he is born to be bull-moYou won't find a baby girl who by a certain chattel mortgage, dated way to their homes at Santo Domingo.
the 2d day of September, A. D. 1905,
frisky of horses. She whips his doled.
trammels a boy she doesn't like.
bargain and sell to O. W.
The boy that misses being hauled
back and switches his legs.
It's a. compliment to man, is this grant,
Strang' Sons, the following de THE MOST SENSELESS
She can't help it, she is born that around by some small young miss bulldozing.
e
way. It Is the most natural thing In feels a little lonely when he sees
Under It a woman's heart beats scribed property:
CARTOON OF ALL
two nacks, witn rubber ties, one
world for her to hit him a crack other young fellow enjoying the bliss warm and true, and he knows it.
steel stanhope, one rubber tire stan
hope, one rubber tire runabout, one
On the cover of Sunshine magazine
clpllne. There are seven teachers, in rubber tire surrey, one steel tire last week there appears a ridiculous
cluding the music teacher. The cur urrey, one express wagon, three sets cartoon with reference to the county
rlculum of studies embraces a busi- double harness, three sets single har ornce sqifftbble which has been prom'
ness course, which Is completed In ness, one set express harness, three lnently before the district court re
two years. The high scholars of the saddles, two office tables, one office cently. The cartoon pictures Sheriff
.
FROM
Immaculate Conception school and of stove, one pair chain martingales, five Perfecto Armijo and Deputy Fred M.
the St. Vincent academy listen with blankets, three saddle blankets, three Heyn riding a cow, which Is labelled
T
Interest to the weekly lectures on the riding bridles, all whips, lap robes, Bernalillo county, with
bible and religion given by Father brushes, forks, brooms, shovels, rub- S. Huhbell holding the bovlne's head.
Mandalari, S. J. He Is now treating ber boots, rubber aprons, pads, spurs and Eslavlo Vigil and F. A. Hubbell
Morality . of. Hyp- - harness rack chamois, mattress and Its tail and one hind leg, respectively.
the
.
.u
.
.. sublect of. ''The
. a
1.1
i
i.
i
,i
bedding, clock, summer lap robes, District Judge Ira A. Abbott is off to
t lroiu an pans ui me wui i:i, LI.
Electric Cars at Tucson
ins
it is tne aesire or ramer
tools, bicycle, wringer and the fol- one side, busily engaged In looking
uy
pears
was
oniy
or
mane
equalled
to
tnese
lectures
Mmnalar
It was announced by an nffinlnl of nimt
at the law. Governor M. A. Otero
credit ror mis acnicve-- , public, If outsiders express a desire lowing horses:
the Tucson Rapid Transit company two. loo tnucn
One bay team, named .Toe and Dick: stands aloof, holding the "big stick.")
todav that work on the electric lin n'ent cannoi pe given young Mr. scow, to attend tnem.
and and "Sunshine," with the face of the
wlth a vast amount of patience
Mrs. Shlnnick teaches vocal music one black team, named Maud
would be commenced within the next
one horse, named ' Pinto; one editor of the publication, looks down
thirtv (lav?. Under the terms of the Mn'l witl 8Ul'h meager irrigation facll- - In the school twice a 4week, Mondays Pigeon;
a
o'clock. All horse, named Earl; one bay horse, on the whole scene.
he could command, raised and Wednesdays, at
franchlse the company has until Jan- Ben:
The most senseless part of the
uary to commence operations.
The ,nt'se Pars at his father's place in Dos wishing to cultivate their voices named
Which said chattel mortgage was whole alleged cartoon Is the libelled
first line which will be built will be Cal.ezas. The capture of the prize Is should apply to and make arrange- executed
to secure O. W. Strong's supposed likenesses of Hon. W. B.
the one to the University, out Stoue wortn as m,lch to the territory as the ments with her.
Sons, the payment of twenty-igiy- t
Chllders, A. B. McMUlen and E. W.
avenue and thence down Third street, discovery of a valuable mine.
certain promissory notes, for 150.00 Dobson, the attorneys for the Huhbell
This line will be built first as it is
SALOON KEEPER ASkESTED FOR
each, described In said chattel mort- faction in the fight, who are at the
When Arm Failed.
the one on which traffic is heaviest.
SELLING LIQUOR TO INDIANS gage, made by the said I.,. j. Ayers, teats of the cow. Under the cartoon
There were more guns in sight for
and payable to the order of O. W. ls a line "Watch for the Fun When
A New Ball Star.
about a minute, Saturday night, at
Strong's Sons, bearing date the 2d the Cow Runs Dry."
A new star has appeared on the the Moreley avenue crossing of the SUPERINTENDENT JAMES K. AL- day of September. A.
D. 1905, and beThe whole Idea. If there Is one In
territorial base ball firmament and It international mine, than have been LEN WILL VIGOROUSLY PROSE- ing payable as follows:
First note connection with the picture, Is the
is right In Tucson., The Tucson shown on the streets in Nogales for
CUTE TEODORO GONZALES FOR payable October 1st. 1905, and one on most foolish. The Idea .of Messrs.
Browns, a team which has been prac- many moons. Captain Rynning, Ser
the last of each succeeding
month Chllders, McMUlen and Dobson being
ticing for several weeks, has chal- - geant Olds and "Tip Stanford, all
WILFUL VIOLATION OF LAW.
thereafter until all of said notes are connected with any "graft" on Berlenged the champions of the territory,! Arizona Rangers;
Sheriff Fowler,
paid, all of said notes bearing inter- nalillo county Is in this connection
the Tucson Grays, for a game, next Captain Wolf of the Mexican line
est at the rate of 10 per cent per groundless. They were employed and
TeoUoro Gonzales, a saloon-keepe- r
Saturday at Elyslan Grove. It Is up, riders, were all standing together,
from date until paid.
paid by tbe Hubbell faction to repre
to the Grays, and it may be presumed talking, when the report of a pistol at Cubero, was arrested on Saturday annum
And, whereas, the said chattel mort- sent them In the fight over the offices
that, if they have recovered from the, was beard, Just across the street, on and placed under bonds of $250, after gage was
conditioned that in case de- and they have never received, nor do
shock of the El Paso defeats, they the American side. Half a dozen a hearing held before Justice Gunn at fault
be made in the payment they hope to receive a cent of money
will accept. The Browns are a strong hands gripped as many guns', as every Laguna. The evidence went to show of theshould
sums above mentioned, from the county.
aggregation.
officer dashed across the street to the that he had been in the habit of sell- or any ofsaid
or the Interest thereJust what idea the poor old "SunVldette office, the scene of the shoot- ing whisky and other intoxicants to on, or any them,
portion thereof, as the same shine" Is trying to convey Is
Could, But Won't
ing.
Mr. Miller and another tender- Chester Pisano, Moses Santron and, should
become and be due and payaNava-JosEditor George Kelly, of the Inter- foot, neither of them aecumtomed to John Poncba, who are
,
and had also been a flagrant vio- ble according to the terms of said
was In Totnl.sione handling firearms were preparing to
several promissory notes, respectiveMan's Unselfishness
for a h.--n time on business connected! go duck hunting next morning, One lator of tbe territorial law in regard to ly; or In case the said Ayers
or any ls often as great as
with the damage suits against the of them accidentally shot a hole in selling whisky to Indians.
woman's. But
person
In
behalf,
his
remove,
should
The law in this regard plainly states secrete,
Consolitkued Printing and Publishing the office floor
Thos. s. Austin, Mgr. of the "Repub
or
assign,
sell
or
attempt
to
that any person who may sell, barter remove, secrete,
lican," of Leavenworth, Ind., was not
companj brought by Julius Welghe-hause- u
sell or assign the unreasonable,
or give intoxicants to any Indian livand wife of Douglas. There
when he refused to
CATHOLIC NEWS
goods
said
chattels,
any
or
and
part
ing on a reservation or under the care
to- operate on his
are two damage suits, aggregating
allow
doctors
the
or
portion
exthereof,
without
the
of an agent or superintendent, ls liable
wife, for female trouble.
several thousand dollars, filed against
"Instead,"
press
written
of
consent
O.
the
said
26th,
On Sunday, November
the to punishment under the law.
says, "we concluded to try EHectric
our contemporary, which the managehe
Strong's
W.
obSons,
had
first
and
Superintendent J- - K. Allen, of the
My wife was then so sick,
ment .could pay off from one weeks auxiliary bishop of this diocese, Re.
tained, then It should
would be Bitters.
income of the International, but it is Rev. J. B. Pitaval, will visit the three local Indian school, who has charge lawful for the said O.and
she could hardly leave her bed, and
Strong's
W.
proposed to save the money and In- congregations of this city, and will of the Indians- in this section, has bem Sons to take possession of the said five (5) physicians had failed to reendeavoring- for some time to have
stall another new press.
goods and chattels, and to sell and lieve her. After taking Electric Bit
administer the sacrament of confirma Gonzales prosecuted in the courts and dlspase
of the same at public auc- ters, she was perfectly cured, and can
tion In the Church of Can Felipe, old has at last been successful. Mr. Allen tion,
New Rich Strike.
now perform all her household dufor
the best price obtainable;
It is the opinion of Redmon Toohey town, at 9 o'clock In the morning; in has done much to stop the sale of
ties." Guaranteed by all druggists
And,
whereas,
AyI,.
the
L.
said
price 60c.
the well known contractor, that in the the Sacred Heart Church, Fourth and liquor to Indians in New. Mexico and
ers
has
removed
sold
a
and
Carrlgan strike on Big Williams Fork!St0Ver. 'n the afternoon, at 3 o'clock, has secured several convictions on portion of the said goods, secreted
and has
Conception this charge.
f
another Tonopah has been found, and and in the Immaculate
Gonzales tried In every way to com- made default In the payment of one
that within the next few months that Church at 7:30 p. m. The number ot promise
of
the
promissory
said
notes;
the suit, according to reports
famous district in Nevada will have children and adultswho will receive
Now, therefore,
hereby give noto take second place to the new El confirmation this time in the three received from Laguna, and after a tice that for the we
purpose
paying
Dorado. Toohey, who is In Phoenix churches will not be less than five bond had been furnished, tried to get the principal and Interest orofthe
said ONE MEDICINE THAT HAS NEVER FAILED
today from Salome, says be has talk' hundred. The confirmation classes possession of the bond.
promissory notes amounting at the
formed,
have
been
children
both
and
prosa
with
of
number
ed
miners and
date of sale hereinafter mentioned, to Health Fully Restored and tha Jay ef
pectors who have been at both Tono ana aauus win oe morougmy instruct- SENATOR CLARK TO INVESTIthe sum of $1,526.28. Including an atLife Regained
pah and the new strike, and they in ed by the fathers in charge.
GATE STATEHOOD QUESTION torney's fee of 10 per cent on the
A verv neat and artistic little chanel
lorm htm that tne indications for a
amount
to
on
found
be
date,
due
d
said
When a cheerful, brave,
rich district are even greater than ls Hearing completion in the very cen
as provided in said notes, and all woman is suddenly plunged into that
ter of the Santa Barbara cemetery. GIVES OUT INTERVIEW DURING costs
(those around Tonopah.
expenses.
Including
and
costs
of
perfection
of misery, the BLUES, it is
It lg erected for the purpose of holdSHORT STAY IN ALBUQUERQUE advertising, sale and conveyance, all a sad picture. It is usually this way t
ing the annual memorial
service
Arizona Land Frauds,
IN WHICH HE SAYS
MAY provided to be paid by the said chatHE
She
has been feeling- "out of aorta"
the dead When completed it will
Before Attorney General Mnortv ireta!
FAVOR JOINTURE BILL.
tel mortgage, we will on the 12th day
an ornament to the cemetery, and
through with the nrosecution of in,i
of December, A. D. 1905, at the hour
Traud cases in Arizona It ls probable a lasting monument to the piety of
of 10 o'clock In the forenoon of said
A.
United
William
Senator
faithful,
who
contributing
States
the
tbe
are
litigation
will become equally!
that the
day at the front door of the London
tanious with that in Oregon whirl, necessary funds. J. I,. La Driere fur- - Clark of Montana passed through the Club livery, situated
on the southeast
night
car.
private
in
city
Saturday
his
plans.
"'"bed
the
has stirred the whole nation. On the
corner of North Second street and
Mr.
inspection
of
an
trip
on
Clark
or
is
rne
tne
ignauan
ciuii
itramatic
case
against Hyde, Ben-- j
6ame day the
properties Marquette avenue, in the city of Alwestern
various
son and Sheriff Wills of Pinal county Immaculate Conception school will his
buquerque, county of Bernalillo and
on the throughout the west after which he territory
was fUed in Phoenix, five other cases make its first appearance
Mexico, offer for sale
of
were filed in different courts in Ari- school stage next Friday evening, at will return to Washington to be pres- and sell at New
public auction to the
zona. It appears now that the action 8 o'clock, bharp, the play being ent at the next session of congress.
Mr. Clark was accompanied by his highest bidder for cash, for the purbegun has resulted in a thorough in- "Shakespeare's Water Cure," a compose of paying the said indebtedness
vestigation made by secret service de- edy, and well known for Its artistic private secretary, J. II. Andrews, Nor- and expenses,
the said property
man I.awler, of Mentepio, Mexico, and
tectives, who are well posted in the beauty, and Prof. Crum having
above described, with the exception
manager
W.
L.
of
some
Albuquerque
the
of
the
ltretherton,
best
land business. It is said they spent
of one saddle, one bridle and one
some time in Arizona looking up evi- talent, wno take part in it, ls a guai- - Clark coal mines at Clarkvllle, N. M. blanket, which have
been sold by the
enterof
antee
an
In
While
Mr.
success.
unusual
city
Clark
the
dence.
The Immaculate Conception school tained Mr. John M. Mexjre, of the said Ij. 1.,O.Ayers.
V. STRONG'S SONS,
is growing in attendance and good dis- - Moore Realty 'company, of this city,
Two Prizes at St. Louis.
Mortgagees.
The Phoenix Republican says that
for some time; head has ached and
W. F. Nichols, territorial secretary,
back also ; bus slept poorly, been quite
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION.
has received from the international!
nervous, and nearly fainted once or
INSIDIOUS
AN
DISEASE
Jury
awards of the Ixiuislaua e.v
twice ; head dizzy, and heart-beat- s
very
fe769.
H.
E.
No.
position, two diplomas granted to tha
fast; then that bearing-dow- n
feeling,
DOWN
BREAKS
Department
THAT
Ofof
the
Interior.
Land
territory by that body. One certifies'
tnd during her menstrual period she ia
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Oc- sxceedingly
that Arizona has been awarded the
despondent.
Nothing
19(15.
31,
tober
OlKUNULjl
gold medal for the best display of alRheumatism does not come on in a dav the
pleases her. Her doctor says : " Cheer
Notice
given
is
folhereby
that
the
falfa at the exposition. There Is ac- causes that produce it work silently in the system for years. This insidiortj
up: you have dyspepsia; you will be
companying the Information that the disease becomes intrenched in the blood, and some exposure to cold or damp lowing named settler has filed notice all right soon."
of
his
intention
to
proof
make
final
medals will follow later, the certifi- weather, or slight indiscretion brings on an attack. Poor digestion,
But she doesn't get " all right," and
stomach In Buuport of his claim, and that said hope
vanishes; then come the broodcate being for framing and display.
' troubles, weak Kidneys, torpid Liver, and a general sluggish
proof
ol
condition
prowill
be
made
before
the
ing, morbid, melancholy, everlasting
Delegates to El Paso.
system
responsible
are
for
the
Rheumatism.
bate
Food
clerk
souring
Albuquerque,
in
at
MexBtomach
New
the
BLUES.
The list of delegates appointed by
Don't wait until your sufferings have
Governor Ktbhey to the annual con poisons the blood, the failure of the Kidneys and Liver to act properly leaves ico, on December 5, 1905, viz., Gertrude
Heco,
waste
impurities
system,
widow
matter
in
and
which,
of
driven you to despair, with your nerves
the
Francisco
Hero,
comin? in contact with
vention of the American Mining Con
gress K as follows P. F. Collins, Ft.' t"e natural acids of the body, fonn uric acid. This is absorbed by the blood, deceased, of Valencia county, for the all shattered and your courage (rone,
S'j SBVi. NWVi SEV;,
NE 4, but take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege.Mohave, Mohave county; F. M. Mur
aim as u peneiraies to me niuscies, nerves ana bones produces the terrible of
28,
township 12 north, table Compound. See what it did for
phy, Prtscott; Walter Douglas,
:
pains and aches and other disagreeable symptoms of Rheumatism. Life is rangeKectlon
7 west.
t.'rs. Rosa Adams, of 819 12th Street,
S. A. Parnell, Lowel, Cochise made a torture by its excruciating pains, nerves are shattered,
the health
Ho names
following witnesses Louisville, Ky., niece of the late GenooJtity',
Young
Audrew
Smith,
aud if the disease is not checked it breaks down the strongest con- to prove histbe continuous
residence eral Roger HansoQ.C.S.A. She writes:
Pearce;
Epes Randolph,
Tucson; stitution. It will not do to depend on plasters, liniments, etc.; such treatment upon
Mr. I'inkham:
and cultivation of said land, Iear
James Colquhon, Clifton; Charles L. is helpful in easing the pain and reducing the
" I cannot Wll you with pen and Ink what
inflammation, hut does not viz., Juan Bautlste KowemiBiieh,
Taylor, Globe; K. B. Gage, TombK. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
I.ydia
Powto, Jose
and Dis
stone; Murk A. Smith, Tucson; W. L. reach the blood where the real trouble is located. S. S. S. cures Rheumatism
lmo for Die. I suliered with eraaU
ente
Ivaguua,
by
and
purifying
Atona,
of
invigorating
all
Mex
acrid
New
thin,
the
trouble, extreme lassitude,
tha bluea,'
Clark. Jerome; Thomas Ewing, Viv
blood, driving out all impurities and poisons and ico.
nervousness ami tlial all gone feeling, I was
i
ian; w. M. StUlwell, Phoenix.
vlvw.l to try I.ydia E. l'lukliain's egetabla
iMANUKL R. OTFJtO.
sending a stream of strong, rich blood to wash
and it not only cured toy female
Register Cniiiouiiil,
Valuable to Territory.
out all irritating particles that are causing the
iraiigeimnt, but it has rttitoreti me to perfect
A grand prize on an exhibit of pear
pain and inflammation.
S. S. S. stimulates the Motbeis everywhere praise One Min- health an. I alrength. The huoyaury of my
ai uie ht. luis World s Fair was PURELY VEGETABLE, sluggish organs to better action, tones up the ute
younger days has returned, ami I do not
Couuli t'ure for the sufferings it
any longer with daspotuleiu'V, a I did beawarded to a resident of Cochise counstoiuacli
digestion,
and
restores
nervous
has
energy
relieved and the lives of their Ut fore. I rounder I.ylia Ji 1'inVuam' Vene- ty. The Range News
says Oliver and builds up the entire health. S. S. S. cures
ones
tt
Rheumatism,
whether acute ile
has saved. A certain cure
louul a bouu to sick ami ufferwx
Scow, the son of cattleman
Jamea
Croup and Whooping "'n."
Scow, of Dos Cabezas. has a handsome or chronic, and the cure is thorough and lasting, liouk ou Rheumatism for C'out-'lis- ,
Lough.
If you have some derangement ol
Makes breathing easy, cu:s
diploma and medal attesting the fact and any medical advice desired without charge.
out phlegm, and draws out the inriam-luatlo- the female organism write Mrs.
that among thousands uf such exhibits
Ti SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CAm
Pinkham, Lyna, Mass., for advice.
Sold by all druggists.
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Brock and Feagans

SANTO DOMINGO INDIAN

anti-Join-

JEWELERS
ANP

IMPORTING

-

-

an-th-

MANUFACTURING

ANNOUNCEMENT
Our illustrated Fall and Winter Catalog No. 16 is now ready for
mailing and will be sent free upon request.
Discriminating purchasers who desire to be show n the Very best
and latest productions in jewelry should not fail to write tor it.
Every article sent subject to approval.
All shipping charges are paid by us.
Comparison of prices always welcome.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

ooooooooo oooooooooo
D. C.
coairactor
CltVINfif Reason

Contract

taken for Cement-StonHouses and foundations.
this material Is warmer in winter and cooler ia
summer than a brick house, and Is cheaper than
good brick.
Foundations for frame bouses cheaper than common rubble
atone. Let me figure with you. Drop a card and I will call
comMmm
and bamta rm mnrrrrm
a

A house built of

waltcr

KEEP YOUR HORSE COMFORTABLE
Cold Weather Mean

Horse Blankets and Lap Robis
have them In all kinds am
LOW
SPECIAL
PRICES
NOW, at we bought a large quantity
direct from the factory.
W

price.

J. KORBER & CO.
Corner of First Street and Copper
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.

Joy

oo

xoccoxocooox

CARRIAGE

SOME ITEMS OF INTEREST

OUR WESTERN
IC000090000C0C

13, 1905.

TRIMMING AND
PAIRING

RE-

Harness, Spring Wagons Built to
Order.

NEIGHBOR

HORSESHOEING
PAINTING

CARRIAGE

.

'

Q Cor.

CO.

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

Flret Street and Tlj.r.a Read

'

O

0

QUICKEL

&

O

Proprietor

BOTHE,

OAR AND CLU

a

0

ROOMS

FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported 0
aad Domestic Wines sad Cognac The coolest and highest grade of A
lager served. Finest and best llmported and Domestic Cigars.
A

The St. SImo

wwfa--

'

Wloas.Brandles.Ets.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

J

SAMPLE AND
CLUB KOOttS

'

120 Wett Railroad Arctwe

full-bloo- d

national-American-

WE GRIND OUR, OWN LENSES

For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed

.

Cure

Forjk

Blues

CP

RHEUMATISM

tiit rrnftiirrrr

'.

Bis-bee-

o

Ke-wa--

ur-i.- T

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Drayin'

208V4

Shippin'

O. F. PLATT,
The real cleaner and dyer. Ladies' and gentlemen's
fin
clothes a specialty. Portieres,
1411
lace curtains, etc.
North
Fifth street Old 'phone, Red,
266-2- .
Automatic 'phone, 675.

Tou have us once, you'll
call again.
Prices right;
there ain't no gougln.
the Albuquerque Transfer Men

IV).

DRAGOIE

LIVER T, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses and Mules bought and exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

oocxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxooo

FREIGHTIN

By

AVE.

Member of Board of Optometry
Examiners. '

REAL ESTATE DEALERS

-

1

115 GOLD

Automatic 'phone. 535. Office,
West Gold Avenue.

light-hearte-

fr

Bobber Optical Co.

N. PEACH & CO.

Movin

by us.

KX)CXXXX)CXXXXOOOOOC)CXXXXXD

)

'
Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
S. .T VANN. O. O.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
Eyesight Specialist
300 North Broadway, Corner of WashPresident of New Mexico Board of
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
Optometry.
optician In New
established
First
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
Mexico. Glasses fitted for poor sight,
headache and nervous strain.
Office Room 9, Whiting block. ApFor tho information of the public,
Plumbing Inspector Whitcomb calls pointments
made at Vann's drug
attention to Chapter XII of the city store.
ordinance, Sections 63 and Sfi, wiiich
follow:
W.
Section 63 Building Permit.
No person, tirin or corporation shall
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
begin or continue the erection, alteration or repair of any building or
Office and F.vctory
structure, or erect any Mku extending
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
over any sidewalk within the corporAlbuquerque, N. M.
ate limits of the city of Albuquerque,
without first having applied for and Phones. Auto. 108; Colo.. Black 265
received a permit so to do from the
said Inspector.
Section 86 Penalty for' Violation.
All person's" failing or refusing to PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
comply with the provisions of this
BRUSHES.
ordinance, after having received due
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
notice iu writing from the building Inspector, shajl upon conviction thereof Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc Palhe fined In a sum not less than $10 metto Roof Paint; lasts Ave years and
nor more thun $50, or Imprisonment stops leaks.- - Cash paid for Hides and
not less than ten days nor more than Pelts.
thirty days, or both fine and imprison- K9 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
ment, at tne discretion of the court,
for each and every offense, each day
to constitute a new offeuhe.

A.

HAY DEN

Thos. F. Keleher

Woman's Exchange

A Disastrous Calamity.
ALL HOMt
It Is a disastrous calamity, when
COOKllfO
your
Indihealth, because
loe
gestion and constipation have sapped Boston Baked Beans and Brown Bread
very Saturday.
it away. Prompt relief can be had in
They 401 WEST RAILROAD
Dr. King's New Life Pills.
AVENUE.
up
organs,
your
digestive
and
build
cure headache, dizziness, colic, con&
stipation, etc. Guaranteed by all drugFIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
gists; 25c.

you

RANKIN

"Mother was lucky
gas range.

papa bought

CO.

LOANS

Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Arroyo Building.
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Meat Market

THE GOVERNMENT HAS QUIETLY SECURED THE EVIDENCE AND IS READY TO SPRING
"BIG STICK"- - STRIKES IN A NEW DIRECTION.

ine for ten days, says the Alamogoruo
News. The coal dealer blames somebody rice for not having coal here,
and somebody else U blaming the coal
dealer. The truth Is, shivering body
has no patience with excuses, especially when his comfort must be de
rived frcm trying for a fire with wet;
wood In a coal stove.

i
J

WILL NOT PROSECUTE
HUSBAND'S MURDERER.
Navajo .Mm, who was accused of the
murder of Andre Oasna, was turned
loose tipcn 'examination, says theCJal-luRepublican. Mrs. Casna refused to
appear against the man she charged
with having murdered her husband.
Without her testimony, there was no
evidence against the Navajo, and ue
was given his liberty. It is the opinion of many that there Is something
back of Mrs. Casna's' action In not
appearing against this man. She
swore to the complaint and then would
not substantiate it with her testimony
on the witness stand.
p

COLORADO TELEPHONE
ETRINGING NEW LINES.
The linemen of the Colorado Telephone company, who have been working in this city, are now at Kearner's
Gap stringing wires toward Santa Fe,
and an Iron circuit to Pecos, connecting up the towns of Pecos, Rowe, Ful-

Washington, D. C, Nov. 13.
It gives immunity, under the law, from
leaked out today that the govern- criminal prosecution.
The necessary evidence was eventment Is getting ready to spring a ually
secured through Mr. Frank Harry
mine under certain large shippers and who was formerly secretary of the
railway men of the northwest.
Millers' association; and later secreIt was learned on excellent author- tary of the Hncon Interstate Comlaw Convention association.
ity that evidence has been secured merce
Through his association with ship
and turned over to the department of pers and millers, and his f:millar:ty
just ice that will be made the basis with accounting methods employed by
for enforcing the criminal penalties railroads, he having formerly been a
railroad accounting officer, he was In
for secret rebate violation.
a position to direct the government
The flour milling trade will lie the
support
evidence which, would
next victims. The packers have had to
prosecutions.
criminal
part of what is coming to them; but
For a number or weeks Mr. Harry
the president has only Just begun.
h;is been employed as a spcclM agent
Next to the meat and wheat carryCommerce Commising trades. It Is said that the flour of theAo Interstate
Investigate secret rebates In
sion.
millers have been the largest violamilling trade, ami private car retors of the law against secret rebates. the
bates.
Flagrant discriminations are said to
completed his work,
Mr. Barry
have been practiced In favor of the turned over has
evidence to the dehis
Minnapolis and Chicago millers.
It
partment
of Justice, and resigned.
It has been suspected for a long is not known In Washington where
time that flour millers were gelling he Is or what he is doing.
unfair advantages, but It was not posUnder the present Interstate com
sible to get evidence to support a merce act heavy fines c.an be assessed
criminal prosecution. The Interstate Dirointit lwith r'nrrwirn i inns . and lndi- Commerce Commission might have, v,,lMs
u understood that the
., nal nrnsiitlons will also strike
found out some things by an official
inquiry, summoning the suspected-.- ,,
traffic officials and the rail- people. But evidence thus secured j

ton, Ribera, Chaperito and Las Vegas. The construction gang, wnich Is
setting the oles ate now at Thornton and expect to make Albuquerque
before the linemen catch up with
them. There are ten men employed
will
In stringing wires. The wines
greatly Improve the local toll service of the Colorado company.

and Salt Meat.
Sausage Factory.
EMIS KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, North Third Street

The mill turns around
Of its own free will."

Steam

Smoke the White
JOE

Cigar.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

W. Railroad ATenue.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

PIONEER BAKERY

BALLINO. Proprietor.
(Successor to Balling Broa.)
WEDDINO
CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
Albuquerque.
207 S. First Street.
SIMON

yd I
$

Established In

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

1882

F. G. PRATT & CO.

FOUND AT LAST

Hole agents for Casino Canned Goods
las. Heekln & Co.'a Coffeea. Ira

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped laundery a machine wtth which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through, with them they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to us
and we will straighten them out for you.

boden's Granite Flour.
FRANK BARRY.
The man who worked up the evidence

Staple and Fancy
Groceries

against the flour millers.
way corporations.
It Is believed that these criminal
Best on
prosecutions will be second only to Hlllsboro ureamery
the beef trust cases in importance and
UMi,tfliii Ihn Hpttfl rt inint of
inturcct
Free Delivery.
to move Orders Solicited.
also preparing
Jus,(.e
,h, .,ru-.ear rehato elvers
214 South Second Street.
Q,i mwivpn
nni known here.

Wagons"
"Red
BACK
O.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

OF P.

--

0

HOISTING

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO

MACHINERY

HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

"A hand in the hopper
And the other in the bag.
The mill goes around
And it's grali, hoys, grab."

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
602 South First Street Both Phones

HAS BEEN

FOR THIRTY YEARS

SPECIALTY

OUR

ELECTRIC, COMPRESSED AIR, GAS OR GASOLINE.
Write us your condition and wt can supply your wants. Special Hoist Catalogue on application.
N

STEAM,

A. E. WALKER,

fire
insurance.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at .1. C Baldrldge'a
yard.

PLENTY

HENRY

IJIy

Wholesale Grocers

RICHARDS-CIG- ARS

113

jn

"Oh, happy is the miller
That lives in the mill;

THE

MINE.

ON ESTANCIA PLAINS.
Reports from Willard, Moriarity and
Torrance say that a light snow is
falling at those points with a prospect for the continuance of the fall.
The weather is cloudy and cold, says
the New Mexican. At Torrance about
two inches of snow had fallen and at
Willard about one inch has fallen. The
storm has worked its way up from the
Gulf coast. This la unusual, as generally a snow storm strikes Santa Fe
first and then travels southward. In
this Instance, however, the storm
seems to be headed northward and it
is expected that a light fall of snow
will occur here during the night, although the local forecast does not predict a snow storm.
EDWARD

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

All Kindt of Freeh

-x-x-x

IN

StVEN.

PAGE

THIRD STREET

BE CRIMINALLY PROSECUTED NEXT

H

COAL FAMINE AT
TOWN OF ALAMOGORDO.
The town has Buffered a coal (am-

SNOW

EVENING CITIZEN

The

Hendrie

Bolthoff Mfg. and Supply Co.

&

I62M639 Seventeenth Street.

TOTI A GRADI
Dealers In Groceries, PrOTlalons, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
and Cigars. Place your orders for
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

DENVER.

COLORADO

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gen rat Building Supplies
SCREE N D O 9 R S

REDUCED PRICES
Plates, $8.00;
On Dental- Work.
Gold Crowns, $6.00; Fillings, fl.00
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
50c. All guaranteed.
-

Third and Marquette

Both Phones

oooo-oooo-

o o o
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OF AGE.
Edward Henry was 82 years old Sat
urday, and he is as spry and vigor
ous as many a man half his age, says
the Optic. The gentleman received
congratulations
from many friends
and hearty good wishes that he would
live and enjoy good health for many
years more. Mr. Henry was born In
the part of Virginia that is now West
Virginia, November 11, 1823. His
lather died before his birth. When
a young man he went to Oberlin
Ohio, where he received an exeelleni
e
education. Years of reading and
have made him one of the
most widely informed men of his time.
He was married in 1850.
Few men
or of any age, can
of Mr. Henry's
look back upon a life more industriously or usefully spent.
self-cultur-

ELECTRIC LIGHT COMPANY
FOR THE GEM CITY.
District Attorney Elfego Baca, of
Socorro, was at Santa Fe the other
day. Mr. Baca states that a great
deal of rain has fallen In- - the Rio
Grande valley about Socorro and, in
fact, there is a good deal more water
there now than is needed. The people are very prosperous, having had
excellent crops and have much money.
All in all, conditions in his section
Lave never been so good since he
enn remember. Mr. Baca Is interested, and in fact, managing a company
that is putting in electric lights for
the city of Socorro. He hopes that
this will be completed within three
months. The company will be incorporated in a day or two and will proceed to active business immediately
after incorporation.
The necessary
capital has been secured and it is all
home money. Superintendent H. O.
Bursum. of the territorial penitentiary
Is associated with Mr. Haca in the
new enterprise.
LOST THEIR HOME BY
CROOKED POLITICIAN.

Some months previous to the death
of the late Probate Judge Fresquez,
he sold his home In this city to .Mr.
and Mrs. A. R. Hubbard, representing
it to he free from all incumbrances,
says the Springer Stockman.
The
new right of way of the Santa Fe included this property, and in their attempt to secure a title it was found
that Fresquez had placed a mortgage
upon it. They bad not finished paying
for it. but had paid quite a considerable sum of money, which In all probability tliey will lose, as well as their
Fresques's political ambitions
home.
caused him to take desperate steps
that he might not otherwise have attempted, and considering other transactions, his death prevented serious
future trouble that was undoubtedly
in store fur him.

I. H. COX, Manager.
Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and Valves, Steam and
0 Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of hath room fixtures and supplies. Storer Gasoline Engines.
Colo. 'Phone, 2S4.
41? W. Railroad Ave.
0 Auto. 'Phone, 671.

Iron

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
17, N. T. Armljo Building.

Room

The Fueiir Undertaking Company
Successors to Edwards ft Fuehr
307 West Railroad Arenua.
Belt) 'Phones.

PERSUASION NEEDED TO
LEAD REYNOLDS TO ALTAR.
Curt Reynolds was arrested on a
charge of constructive criminal as-- '
saut, says the Phoenix Gazette. The
girl in the case is 16 years old and
her name is Leila Para. Last summer
she was taken before Judge Phillips
in the' probate court by her parents
and Reynolds appeared In court and
told Judge Phillips nothing should be
done with the girl. He said he was
going to stand by her.
Judge Phillips at the time gave him
to understand that he was running
the. court, and she would be committed
If he deemed it advisable. The matter was patched up betweeta the parties and the father left. It seems that
the defendant has been living with
them since and adding to the support
but he was about to leave, and a war
rant was asked for by a hair brother
of the girl, who concluded that it was
about time Reynolds was making good
his promise of marriage made when
the case was before judge Phillips.
Reynolds wanted further time.
Don't Be Deceived.
Do not be deceived by counterfeits
when you buy Witch Hazel Salve. The
name of E. C.
& Co. is on
every box of the geinulne. Piles in
their worst form will soon pass away
If you will
apply DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve night and morning. Best
for Cuts, Burns, Boils, Tetter, Eczema, etc. 'Miss M. H. Middleton,
Thebee, 111., says: "I was seriously
afflicted with a fever sore that was
very painful. DeWitt's Witch Hazel
Salve cured me in a few days. Sold
by all druggists.

WORK OF

BAD

OPPORTUNITY.

DENTIST.
Fe for
.1. H. Overhuls left Santa
Master of human destinies am It
Leavenworth, Kansas, where he goes
Fame, love and fortune on my foot- to have his Jaw treated. Mr. Ovelhuls
steps wait.
suffered the misfortune to have his
Cities and fields I walk; I penetrate
jaw broken some time ago, while havDeserts and seas remote, and pass- ing a tooth extracted.
ing by
Hove) and mart and palace, soon or
Every woman wants a fine evening
late
coat, but tie price has alway been
I knock, unbidden, once at every gate!
too high for the greater majority. Not
If sleeping, wake; if feasting, rise
bo now, for it you will attend the sale
of fine coats at the Golden Rule Dry
ItN is the hour of fate,
I turn away.
Goods company, you will find them
me
every
they
follow
reach
who
And
priced wltnln the reach of all. See
state
window display. '
conquer
every
Mortals desire, and
foe
Liquors, wines and cordials the
Save death; but those who doubt or finest line In the city. All goods delivhesitate,
free. Ernest Meyers & Co. 116
Condemned to failure, penury and ered
West Silver avenue.
woe,
Seek me in rain, and uselessly ImMEN AND WOMEN.
plore.
('
Rig
for a neat oral
I answer not, and I return no more.
to
dt'hrnt,iuflbDiruttoDa.
la I
M
or
Irritations
OfiruM
ulratoas
ll
tff
John J. Ingalls.
vf tuuroua nieubraoas,
SOME

e

J
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m
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Unredeemed Diamonds

BELOW

The Albuquerque Hatters
and Steam Cleaners
Hats cleaned and blocked In any style.
Clothing steam cleaned and pressed.
Corner of Third street and Gold ave
nue, m the car.

HAYGQDD
The Cleaner

Will do all your CARPET,
HOUSE and. WINDOW CLEANING, and doctor your stove, at
.the rate of 25 centa per hour.
Phone Red, 271.
Auto, 630.
3II North Seventh Street 3 1 1

PslnlfJM, fttid not Mirlo

ffu t or poiMiticus.
One or the nicest? places In the city L71'HiINSChM!ClC3.
Vr-old f UrniffliU,
tiMimuTi.t
la the pool hall, No. 115 West Railor sent tr. plain wrapper,
tr ipnm, piftpatd. for
road avenue. Call and enjoy

GO TO THE

New Planing Mill

For One Week Only!

'h

One Dozen of

Our

But ....

"FREE reproduction of
Artistic Frame,

pennincton

&

Pictures for $6

ONE WEEK ONLY!

bruhn,

--

'i'Ji&iX?

MELINI & EAKIN,

309 West Railroad Atfenue

Wholesale liquor and Ci'ar Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
Chandon- - White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C Bohemian and
Jos. SchllU Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and ownera and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue aad
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The Williams Drug Co.
O. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK,

Proprietors.

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

Proprietor.

O. DINS DALE

HIGHLAND LIVER
STABLE

THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD

oooo

FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
G. E. GUSTAF&ON,

r

to sell diamonds that have been pawned to us at 20 per cent less than retail
Jewelers buy at wholesale.
The Man You Can Trust
ROSEKFIELO, The Pawnbroker.
118 Railroad avenue, next door to the St. Elmo, Albuquerque, N. M.
Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.

Special Machinery

Famous Paintings

117

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

AVENUE,

WEST RAILROAD

0The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
ZQLa

6 ZZTA
.'JiW'i5S

j21
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Miss Mac J. Evans, is ependini; a few
weeks in New MN.loo making a study
of the Pue'ilo Indians. Miss Evans Is

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

traveling through the southwest gaining a correct idea of Indian life. When
she returns to Chicago she will paint
several pictures of the Indian as she
has found lilni in New Mexico, for the
Santa Fe system. The paintings will
the company's
he used to decorate
general offices, while reproductions of
the pictures will he made for the
company's many publications advertising the southwest. While Miss Evans Is ceciirlng material for her pictures, her sister Is gathering data for
Indian stories, which will he artistically Illustrated. Itoth young ladies are
graduates of the Chicago Art
'

1

ALL

FAST LIMITED

EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

The lota offered are In the center or the city, well graded, (many of them improved by cultivation)
modern hotel.
coal and wood yard, drug store, liarne.-s- j shop, etc., tc Also a
flrst-clas-

&

Santa

Railway

;

GO OVER

uo taml or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

first-clas-

s

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house, jeweler, plumbing thop, planing mill,

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

DANCING
ACADEMY.

Tht, Belen

JOHN BECKER. President

-

Keep in mind the turkey supper at
Ciuild hall. Novemlitr 23. Plenty for
A good time for all.

of The Atchison, Topeka

costOf 1,000 hiisinesB and residence lots, sl.e 25x142 feet, laid out with hroad 80 and 70 foot streets, with alleys 20 fe t wide, with heautiful lake and public park and grand old shade in t s; public school house,
hotels,
large
ilaily
winery:
three
150
barrels
capacity,
Mexico;
mill,
Belen
Holler
Patent
New
in
largest
the
1,500
mercantile
establishments
Inhabitants;
ing $16,000; churches, Commercial club; a population of
restaurants,' etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, w ine, beans and hay In Central New Mexico. Its Importance as a great commercial railroad city In the m ar future cannot be estimated.

s t

Oneii Saturday nights at Colombo hall. Instr'n tions from 8
Social dancing
1u !i o'clock.
from to 12 o'clock.

Cut-o- ff

The Bclcn Town aod Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsite

rALBUQUERQUE
r

v

M.

Boarding Horses a Specialty

Located on the Bclcn

her sister,

0

YOUR JEWELER OFFER TO SELL, YOU A
AT COST, IT WOULD .
DIAMOND EVEN
still pay you to buy it from us, as we are in a position

South of Viaduct, on First Street

De-Wi- tt

C2

Dai or Night

0
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MAKING A STUDY OF
THE PUEBLO INDIANS.
I ula
Mi.--s
M. Evans. f Chii'aso.
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LOCAL AND

PERSONAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.

it 314 WESTRAIlPOADAVE.y

Fair tonight and Tuesday.
One 8tc won't tako you very far.
You've got to k'' on walking;
One word won't toll folks what you are
You've got to ki'op on talking;
Ono Inch won't make you very tall,
You've got to keep on growing
One liltlo "ad" won't do it all,
going.
You've got to keep

This Is Slipper Time
We have Just received a full line of Men's, Women's, Children's and
Nahlcs' Slippers. They are neat looking, feel comfortable, wear well
and help you to enjoy your stay at liorue.
m

Felt Sllppera, Leather

Men'

Sole

Important meeting

75c

Felt Sllppera, Felt Sole

Men'a

$U5to$1.50

Kid Slipper
$1.10, $1.25 and $1.50

Felt

"

Babies' Felt
.
Trimming

Slipper....

75e, 85c and 90c

Fur

Juliets,

45c to 60c

5

O

coocooooooooo

FALL IN CANNED GOODS.
Especially as to price
li certain to
please you. With the incoming tld
of fresh Yegetablea and fruits, me
must get rid of our canned stock fine
and our reduced price will
it
make them more la a hurry. Mark
you: they're Just aa good and aweet
as the day they were "put up," but
out they must go, to your great benefit. Hurry up If you want any.
A

1

r.

Mrs. E. A. Kiehle has relumed from
an extended visit to friends at Glen-wooSprings, Colo.
Mrs. P. G. Cornish will entertain at
cards next Saturday afternoon at her
home 123 north Walter street.
Officer L. A. Knapp, of the city police force, Is on the sick lint, and his
place Is being filled by Thomas Jordan.
Elfego Baca, the district attorney at
Socorro, w ho was at Santa Ke on business, Is in the metropolis today on
business.
Dr. Charles R. Keyes, president of
the New Mexico school of mines, spent
yesterday in the city, and returned to
Socorro last night.
Mrs. Thomas S. Hubbell has Invitations out for a card parly at her
home, 1023 West Railroad avenue, on
tomorrow afternoon.
Mrs. M. Mausborh left this morning
for her home at Trinidad, Colo., after
a pleasant visit In the city with her
cousins, the Jaffaa, or 712 West Copper avenue.
D. McMahan. who visited Bisl.ee and
Douglas, Arizona, on pleasure, has returned to the city. He met several
former Albuquerque boys, and reports
tbem doing nicely.
The ladies of the Woman's Relief
corps will hold a meeting tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in Red Men's
hall, opposite the Citizen office. By
order of the president.
Miss Anita Becker, of Belen, is a
guest of Miss Jeannette Walton, 523
West Tljeras avenuo. The young lady
will remain until after the
ball and reception.
"The Marriage of Kitty," the most
emphatic comedy success seen last
senson will be presented here soon by
Jules Murry's comedy company, Including clever Alice Johnson.
Manager O. A. Matson announces
that he has closed for an engagement
with the .management of Madame Mod
Jeska, the great Shakespearean artist.
The date is the early part of March.
Mrss Dorothy Hinbard, a trained
nurse who has been stopping In Albuquerque for the past year, left last
night for her home at Pueblo, Colo.,
where she Is to be married In December.
There will be an important business
meeting of the Ladies Aid Bociety of
the Lead Avenue M. E. church, Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock, in the
church parlors. All members are asked to attend.
Al. R. Roberts, representing Morrln-Power- s
Co., distillers and importers,
of Kansas City, Mo., Is In the city
with his samples, and was being Introduced to friends this morning by
Col. Geo. K. Neher.
Mr. and Mrs. K. C. C. Gunn, of La- guna, returned home last night after
having spent several days in the city.
Mr. Gunn attended to business, while
Mra. Gunn did shopping and visited
three children who are attending the
Albuquerque Indian school.
Mra. E. F. Sanctuary has arrived in
the city from Northfleld, Vermont, to
loin her husband, who has been a res
ident of Albuquerque for the past six
months. Mr. Sanctuary has lust com'
pleted a cozy cottage on South Walter
street, where they will reBlde.
It Is rumored that Manager J. H
Bearrup, of the Rio Grande Woolen
mills, has received a flattering offer
from a town in Oklahoma to start a
woo'en mill similar to the one now lu
operation in this city. It is said the
city offers a site for the mills and
$10,000 cash bonus.
C. Beauregard Poland, special rep
resentative of the Los Angeles Exam
iner, is In the city, and was a pleas
ant caller at this office. Mr. Poland
la to father some data for a writeup
to appear in the second anniversary
edition of the Examiner. The gentle
man will probably remain here a couple of days.
M. E. Malone, of Denver, an expert
gas man, has arrived In the city and
will superintend the building of the
new gas plant of the Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light and Power company.
Tl new plant is to be located across
the Santa Ee tracks from the Alvarado
and It is expected to be completed In
a Bhort time.
As a result of orders from a couple
of officious deputy sheriffs, no dance
was given at the Casino last night,
and a large number of city people
Journeyed to old town only to be disappointed. Mr. Padilla said that a
couple of old town officers notified
d

Felt Sllppera ... .60c to $1.25
Felt Juliet, Fur
Women
Tops, Red, Green, Black or
$15, $1.33 and $1.50
Brown

Children's

Mineral Lodge

pleasure trip.

Women

Women'

f

No. 4, K. of P., tonight.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Harnett left
this morning for San Francisco on a

Men'a Kid Slippers, Black or
$ 1.50, $2.00 and 2.50
Tan

F. TROTTER

Noa. 118 and 120, South Second Bt,

0K)0X3000000000

e

Sash, Doors,
Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofing Mail Orders Promptly Filled.

Lttmfcei,

LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.
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The Triumph of the Piano Maker
Thei;

are undoubtedly

In every standard

good qualities

THE GENUINE

piano,

ttut

CHICKERINO

The triumphant result of over
year of endeavor. Is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
possess.
could
SO

the wurrsoN

music co.

114 SOUTH SECOND ATREET.

STATIONERY. 1

NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFFICE.

I PERIODICALS.

Newcomer Book and Art Store

If Your Boy
Wants an automobile, tricycle or wagon, for Xmas, better come In
and make your selection and leave the order, aa the demand Is greater
than we anticipated.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
HOLIDAY GOODS ARRIVING EVERY
DAY.
COME IN AND LOOK AROUND.

FRAMING.

PICTURE

CIGARS
AND CANDY,

DIAMONDS

-

When bought right are a good Investment Our price are right We lnvlu
you to call and examine the beautl ul diamond good we are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

Mall order

RAILROAD

CITIZEN

ALBUOUEKOUK EVENING

PAGE EIGHT.

AVENUE.

SILVERWARE,

receive special attention.

EVERITT

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

Beat This in Mind

MONDAY, NOVEMBER

him yesterday In the afternoon that on
account of the Sunday law he must
cease giving Sunday evening dances.
Mr. radllla aoiiilsrel, but found at a
lato hour th'it thoso men had no orHowever, the
der. to such effect.
hour was then too late to give the
dance, but It more than likely that the
Casino will be open for dancing next

Nobles, Attention.
All nobles of Itallud Abyad temple,
A. A. O. N. M. 8., are earnestly requested to be present at a regular

formerly connected
with the reportorial department of the
Cripple Creek, Colo., Times, Is in the
city, and was introduced at The Citizen office this morning by M. J. Collins. Mr. Mit'ica is looking over the
great southwest, ami will probably locate somewhere down this way, probably al El Paso.
Mrs. Florence Beaumont Brlttan,
mother of I'rof. T. U Krebs, died Saturday evening at her borne 122 North
Edith street, after a lingering illness,
years. The remains
aged
were shipped to Los Angeles last
nlgbf, accompanied by the grlof stricken son, and will be Interred In the
Hollywood cemetery in that city.
Customers at the Golden Rule Dry
Goods store tomorrow will lie treated
to a cup of beef tea or bouillon, served
by a lady demonstrating for the Aftmour Packing company. This is a nov.
elty for the dry goods stores of Albuquerque, but doubtless it will meet
with the approval of the shoppers.
The large department stores of the
eastern cities have found the refreshment parlor a paying investment.
The funeral of Mrs. L. A. Blatchford,
sister of Mrs. M. A. Bliss, who died
Saturday night at the family home
317 South Arno street, at the advanced
age of eighty-onyears, occurred this
morning at 10 o'clock from the family
home. The services were conducted
by Rev. J. W. Barron, pastor of the
Congregational church and were very
largely attended. Mrs. F. B. Schwent-ke- r
rendered a beautiful solo. Burial
was In Ealrvlew cemetery.

t

Sunday.

W. It. MeCieH.
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APPARENTLY

SWEET CHARITY

DOES NOT APPEAL TO SOME

V
A

gar-ment- s.

o

Goods Co.

iT

QQtfc

llllii UUz

Absolutely water proof.

SHOULD ATALL WOMEN
TEND OUR GREAT OPPORTU- NITY SALE.
WHICH COM- MENCTCS
TUESDAY, NOV EM- BER 14.
A

pattern.

V

SIMON iSTERIN

Elk' theater

Ute Railroad Avenue Clothier

to-

Saturday special on UNDERWEAR
Regular prices, $1.50 a suit; reducet
Saturday, only, to 95c a suit. Simon
Stern, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.

...Maynard...
THE JEWELER

Goods.

,

begs to announce to His friends
and patrons, that His
FALL STOCK IS ARRIVING DAILY
and that for the next few days
new and tasty designs
Jewelry and Silverware andin Handsome Holiday goods will be added
to stocll. You are cordially
119

invited to call whether
you purchase or not.
South Second Street.
ALBUQUERQUE.

0

0
N. M.

5

PLUMBING

to 8

STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

a

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies, f.lte for Prlcts

,

LARGEST" STOCK IN THE SOUTH WEST

"she" la wife or sweetheart, the most acceptable remem-

brance Is a bouquet of beautiful
flowers.
We Just mention this,
thinking, perhaps, you forgot.

WHITNEY COMPANY

FLORIST

South Fint Street J

401-4-

North Fir Street

03

West Santa Fe Ave.
Auto Phone 718.
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CHAS. F. MYERS,

E. J. POST

OO.

fc

Proprietor

.

HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

o o o o
WM.

M'INTOS-H-

0

.

RETAIL

We Carry "The Best" Heaters

and Ranges

CALL AND SEE OUR FINE LINE. WE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY.
COLE'S "HOT BLAST," "TUBULAR" HOT DRAFT, MOUNTAIN OAK
AND GREAT WESTERN HEATERS. RADIANT HOME, AMERICAN GEM AND PERFECT
HOME BASE BURNERS. SUPERIOR QUICK
MEAL, JOHN VAN AND PACIFIC STEEL RANGES.
FIRE SHOVELS, POKERS, ETC.
HODS.
COAL
ED
AND
JAPAN
GALVANIZED

COLE'S HOT BLAST.

SHEET IRON HEATERS.

XJvt

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW STOCK

Men's Overcoats, neat grey effects, $15
Others at $12.50, $16.50, $18, $20, up to $30
119

number of handsome

u

Ladies free at the
night.

FAMOUS

OF

RIFLES, SHOTGUNS

WE INVITE THE TRADE TO INSPECT THEM.

WE CARRY THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK
BREAD MAKERS, CAKE MAKERS.
THE

I

In a

to ,$25

15

High grades of whiskies, wines, etc.
Val BlaU best Milwaukee beer. All
goods delivered free. Ernest Meyer
4 Co., 116 West Silver avenue.

AND AMMUNITION.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
West Gold Ave.
122 South Second St,

CRAVENEITg

OVERCOATS

-

Whether

IVES,

INDISPENSABLE

Season

FLOWERS

319

THE

Co.

"SHE" LIKES

e

to'$30

10

o

BUYERS WANTED
$30.00
TAII.ORED SUITS FOR $16.50,
AT B. ILFELD & CO'S. OPPOR- TLNITY SALE.

v

be-I-

Bril-liantln-
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They give a man the feeling of
g well dressed,
dresaed In newest styles, and all at a moderate cost. Suit
range In price from

Get free tickets at Mataon'a until 6
p. m, for the Elks' theater tonight.
Sale White Wool Drets Goods.
All Wool White Albatros, Batiste,
Serge, Henriettas, Cashmeres,
Bedford Cords, Voiles, Panamas, and all fancy white wool Dress
Goods on Sale at 15 per cent reduction, at The Golden Rule Dry Goods

the list published in The Citizen, on
last Thursday.
Those who have been appointed on
these committees will please call on
the president and secure receipts.

The $15 suits we are selling look like more dollars
than the amount you are
asked to pay represents.
1

We couldn't liave chosen a better name for our cloth I n g
different and better In every respect. It tells the whole story
and, tellg it truthfully.
We want you to try on our

Aatrachan Cloaking.
Fine line of Astrachan Cloaklngs for
children's coats, in shades of Green,
Navy and Fancy Mixed, sold up to
$2. R0 yard, reduced for this sale to
$1.00 yard, at The Golden Rule Dry

n

been.
Only one new name was added

OUR DIFERNT

BUYER FOR A
SUIT WORTH 130,
WOMAN'S
. ILFELD & CO'S.
FOR $l!.r,n.
OPPORTUNITY SALE.
WANTED

Attend our Sale of New Fall Dress
Stylish dress goods at prices
that will surprise, at The Golden Rule
Dry Goods Co. 15 per cent reduction
on all Black Dress Goods.
Do the church people of the city
Saturday
special on FLANNEL
intend to let the associated charities SHIRTS.
Worth $1; reduced to 65c
fall by the wayside? In th face of each.
Simon Stern, the Railroad Avethe great need of funds by the Sisters nue Clothier,
of Charity in their great work of caring for the Indigent sick and the great
need of funds by the
ST..
B. ILFELD
& COMPANY'S
Benevolent society in Its work of car
NOVEMBER
OPPORTUNITY
ing for the npedy poor of the city. Is 4 SALE COMMENCES TUESDAY, "
it the intention of the people of the
14.
NOVEMBER
city to let these organizations carry
these burdens unassisted? Judging
from the small attendance upon the
Saturday special on GLOVES. Regmeeting held at Mrs. D. H. Cams ular price, $1.25 per pair. Reduced,
residence and at 'Rabbi Kaplan's resi- for Saturday only, to 75c per pair.
dence, for the purpose of getting so- Simon Stern, the Railroad Avenue
liciting committees out to work, if clothier.
the above societies want any help,
Ethel Tucker company at the Elk'
they must help themselves.
The meeting held at Rabbi Kaplan's theater tonight.
residence on Saturday afternoon was
very lightly attended.
The two
Methodist churches of the city were
represented, the Preshyterlan church
was represented, as were the colored
people, but there were many religious
demnomlnations that were not represented, though they should have
CHURCH
PEOPLE SEEM LUKEWARM IN HELPING ASSOCIATED CHARITIES.

AD OZTTSU
CLOTHING FOR MEN

meeting and smoker this evening at 8
o'clock p. m. ViBltlng nobles welIllustrious poW. H. Hahn,
come.
tentate. J. C. Kergei recorder.
4

13, 1905.

CHOPPERS.

OF FOOD

STUDEBAKER WAGONS AND BUGGIES.
A SPECIALTY.

MACHINISTS' TOOLS

No. 215

West Railroad Avenue

-

Albuquerque, New Mexico
0

